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ABSTRACT

The goal of this thesis was to design, implement and verify an overdrive protection
module to digital predistorter’s output path.

Former Nokia mobile wireless base-station digital predistorter designs omit-
ted the use of an overdrive protection module, did the overdrive protection in
the analog domain or used a simple digital signal clipping approach. This has
caused problems with transmission signal quality and even destruction of radio
frequency power amplifiers in certain circumstances. Analog limiters might be
too slow to react to sudden changes in the signal while hard digital signal clipping
causes significant harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion which is es-
pecially harmful for wideband multicarrier modulations. The overdrive protec-
tion module described in this thesis tries to solve those issues by applying digital
time-domain smoothing filters directly to the output path of the digital predistor-
tion system. The digital predistorer is a submodule of a custom Nokia 2G/3G/4G-
LTE base-station digital front end integrated circuit.

In this thesis the theoretical background needed to understand the basic func-
tionality of an digital predistorter is first explained and then the overdrive pro-
tection’s algorithm specification is introduced. The algorithm specification was
used as the foundation for overdrive protection module’s register transfer level
micro-architecture design. The design was implemented entirely with Very High
Speed Integrated Circuit Description Language. The overdrive protection mod-
ule was fully tested and verified using a in-house developed verification flow which
is based on the universal verification methodology. The language in which the test
bench was written and test cases were developed was SystemVerilog.

After comprehensive verification work the overdrive protection module was
shown to fully adhere to its specifications passing all required tests. The module
also passed hardware emulation testing and was successfully implemented into
the digital front end application specific integrated circuit silicon.

The overdrive protection module designed in this thesis could be modified to
support even higher data rates and wider bandwidths for example to support fu-
ture applications in a 5G mobile radio system. The module could also be adapted
to be used in a field programmable gate array chip with relatively small changes
to the designs hardware description.

Keywords: Mobile base station, digital front-end, overdrive protection, digital
smoothing filter, digital predistortion, very high speed hardware description lan-
guage, SystemVerilog, digital design flow, universal verification methodology, ap-
plication specific integrated circuit, field programmable gate array
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Tämän työn tavoitteena oli suunnitella, toteuttaa ja testata digitaalinen ylikuor-
mituksenestopiiri digitaalisen esisäröttimen lähtöön.

Nokian aikaisemmissa matkapuhelinverkon tukiasemissa ei ollut ollenkaan sig-
naalirajoittimia, rajoitus tehtiin analogiaelektroniikalla tai rajoitukseen käytet-
tiin yksinkertaista digitaalista signaalitason rajoitinta. Tämä on aiheuttanut on-
gelmia lähetyssignaalin laadun kanssa ja joissain tapauksissa radiotaajuusteho-
vahvistimia on jopa tuhoutunut. Analogiset rajoittimet saattavat olla liian hitai-
ta reagoimaan erittäin nopeasti tehotasoaan vaihteleviin digitaalisiin signaalei-
hin ja jyrkkä digitaalisen signaalin tason leikkaus voi aiheuttaa signaaliin useas-
ti huomattavan paljon harmoonista- ja keskinäismodulaatiosäröä, joka on eri-
tyisen haitallista leveäkaistaisile monikantoaaltosignaaleita käyttäville modulaa-
tioille. Tässä työssä kuvattu digitaalinen ylikuormituksenestopiiri yrittää ratkais-
ta nämä ongelmat rajoittamalla signaalia digitaalisilla aikatason suodattimilla
suoraan digitaalisen esisäröttimen lähdössä. Digitaalinen esisärötin on osa No-
kian 2G, 3G ja 4G-LTE -yhteensopivasta matkapuhelinverkon tukiaseman digi-
taalisesta front-end integroidusta piiristä.

Työssä käydään ensiksi läpi tarvittava teoria digitaalisen esisärötyksen perus-
teiden ymmärtämiseen ja tämän jälkeen esitellään ylikuormituksenestopiirin al-
goritmimäärittely. Algoritmimäärittelyä käytettiin perustana ylikuormituksenes-
topiirin rekisteritasoisen mikroarkkitehtuurin kuvauksen suunnittelussa. Piiri
toteutettiin kokonaisuudessaan VHDL-kuvauskielellä. Ylikuormituksenestopiiri
testattiin perusteellisesti käyttäen Nokian kehittämää verifiointivuota, joka pe-
rustuu universaaliin verifiointimetodologiaan. Testipenkki ja testit toteutettiin
SystemVerilog kuvauskielellä.

Kattavan verifioinnin jälkeen ylikuormituksenestopiirin todettiin läpäisevän
kaikki testit ja toteuttavan sille annetut määritykset. Piiri läpäisi myöhemmin
myös laitteistoemulointitestauksen ja se sisällytettiin tukiasemassa käytettävään
digitaaliseen front-end sovelluskohtaiseen integroituun piiriin.

Tässä työssä suunniteltua ylikuormituksenestopiiriä voidaan muokata myös tu-
kemaan suurempia datanopeuksia ja kaistanleveyksiä, joka mahdollistaisi esi-
merkiksi piirin käytön tulevissa 5G-tukiasemissa. Piiriä olisi myös mahdollista
muokata sopivaksi uudelleenohjelmoitaville piireille suhteellisen pienillä muutok-
silla rautakuvaukseen.

Avainsanat: Mobiilitukiasema, digitaalinen front-end piiri, ylikuormituksen esto,
digitaalinen aikatason suodatin, digitaalinen esisärötys, VHDL, SystemVerilog,
universaali verifiointimetodologia, digitaalinen suunnitteluvio, matkapuhelintu-
kiasema, sovelluskohtainen mikropiiri, uudelleen ohjelmoitava mikropiiri
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PREFACE

The purpose of this thesis was to design, implement and verify a overdrive protection
module to a cellular base-station digital front end module. The main motivation was
to prevent catastrophic failures of radio frequency power amplifiers, improve peak to
average power ratio and improve spectral purity and efficiency. The work was done
using a Nokia proprietary digital IP design flow in which the algorithm design is pri-
marily done in MatLab, hardware descriptions are written in VHDL, and verification is
done utilizing SystemVerilog and the capabilities of the universal verification method-
ology. The work was done between autumn 2015 and spring 2016 at Nokia Mobile
Broadband organization in Oulu.

I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisors Prof. Jukka Lahti and Prof.
Timo Rahkonen from the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering, Uni-
versity of Oulu and Mr. Matti Kangas from Nokia for providing the mathematical
algorithm, his assistance during the hardware design process and for his comments
and guidance for this thesis. would also like to express my gratitude to Mr. Mika Rin-
tala for giving me the opportunity to work on this thesis at Nokia. I would also like
to thank all of my colleagues at Nokia who have helped me during this thesis in any
shape or form.

I would also thank my family, friends and of course my lovely girlfriend Maria for
their undying support on this long journey to my inevitable graduation.

Oulu, Finland, May 13, 2016
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1. INTRODUCTION

Overdrive protection (ODP) module is an important component after a digital pre-
distortion (DPD) [1] unit. ODP prevents the situation where a misconfiguration or
malfunction of the DPD unit could result in excessive signal levels which could satu-
rate the power amplifiers and possibly overheat or even destroy them in the process.
The ODP module designed in this thesis also filters the clipped signal to prevent the
generation of excessive spectral regrowth and distortion.

1.1. Background and Motivation

Predistortion negates the inherent non-linear effects of an analog device such as a
power amplifier (PA) when operating outside of the linear region [1, 2]. A predis-
torter allows the PA to achieve greater efficiency by operating at higher output power
while still maintaining spectral purity and signal quality [2].

However, it is possible that the DPD unit equalizes the input signal in a way which
causes the output power to exceed the maximum allowable power level. This can
happen for example in a situation where the feedback data is momentarily erroneous
and as a result the DPD unit over-corrects the amplitudes of the IQ-samples. Since this
behaviour is an undesirable by-product of the DPD it needs to be addressed accordingly
to prevent distortion caused spectral regrowth from littering the spectrum of adjacent
channels, to preserve satisfactory in-band signal quality in all conditions and ultimately
to protect the analog amplifier stages from overdrive and overheating. Thus, an ODP
module is needed at the output path right after DPD equalization to limit the input
signal to a defined maximum level. Predistortion is more important than ever because
modern, high data-rate multicarrier transmission systems have an inherently high peak-
to-average power ratio (PAPR) which can easily drive the PA’s out of their linear region
and cause major distortion to the output signal [3].

Hard limiting or clipping the input signal would cause spread images in the fre-
quency domain, which are possibly detrimental for signal quality in the subsequent
data path [4, 5]. Clipping might also result in the increase of bit error rate (BER) be-
cause the clipped waveform introduces severe in-band distortion to the carrier signal
and out-of-bad radiation can interfere with the adjacent channels [4, 6]. To minimize
signal distortion and spectral regrowth, a series of time-domain smoothing filters are
included in the ODP module after clipping. These filters shape and smooth down the
calculated clipping coefficient whilst maintaining the peak signal amplitude which re-
duces the level of error vector magnitude (EVM) the filtering generates [7].

1.2. Goals

The goal of the work was to design, implement and verify an overdrive protection
module in an hardware description language (HDL) to the output path of an digital
predistortion equalizer according to the specifications and algorithm model provided.
The ODP Design had to be configurable, modular and re-usable in future projects.
The ODP design had to be bit exactly verified in a universal verification methodology
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(UVM) based test bench against the provided fixed-point MATLAB algorithm refer-
ence model to confirm that the module is functioning exactly as specified.

A configurable clipping counter was also implemented for the purpose of providing
information about the amount of clipped samples in ODP module. Every sample over
the configurable clipping threshold was to be counted and the count either continu-
ously or periodically incremented to a counter register which the micro controller unit
(MCU) and software could access and read.

1.3. Design Methodology

The design of the ODP module was started because there were no directly compatible
signal clipper IP’s at Nokia to meet the needs of the DPD system inside the digital
front-end (DFE) system on chip (SoC). The HDL of choice for the project was Very
High Speed Hardware Description Language version 1993 (VHDL-93), Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standard 1076-1993 [8]. VHDL-93 was
chosen for its proven reliability and manufacturability in designing Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) and compatibility with virtually every commercially
available design and verification tool.

The verification language used in the project was SystemVerilog-2005 (SV-2005),
IEEE standard 1800-2005 [9]. SV is a higher-level, more versatile and less verbose
language to design complex test environments with. SV and VHDL can also interface
with each other to an sufficient degree and passing signals from design language to
another is reasonably simple to do. SV is also a widespread, standardized, well sup-
ported and documented HDL. The universal design methodology (UVM) based test
environment was written almost completely in SV [10].

The mathematical algorithm against which the register transfer level (RTL) descrip-
tion of the ODP module was verified was provided in MATLAB numerical computa-
tion programming language fixed point simulation model. The MATLAB model was
used for generating reference data for the UVM testbench. The output data generated
by ODP’s RTL was compared to the the data output from the MATLAB algorithm
model simulation. The UVM test bench used was cycle and bit accurate and the elec-
tronic design automation (EDA) tools used in verification provided the capability for
thorough design coverage analysis.
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2. THEORY

The theoretical background for the ODP module in a DPD system is presented in this
chapter. DPD is an entirely digital domain process but it directly affects the analog
parts of the circuit since the processing is applied to the modulated baseband IQ-data
which is ready for digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion, amplification and transmission.
Overdrive protection is located directly after the DPD unit, just before D/A converters
and this means that the output signal’s analog properties must be taken into account
when designing the module.

This chapter introduces the main theoretical concepts behind the DPD-ODP system
and briefly describes the most relevant analog and digital components. Power ampli-
fiers as the single biggest source of radio frequency (RF) transmission (TX) signal dis-
tortion are introduced together with the most prevalent amplifier topologies and their
most important figures of merit related to digital predistortion and overdrive protection
are explained.

2.1. Predistortion

Predistorion (PD) is a mathematical method to linearize power amplifiers as discussed
in [1]. At its core a PD unit is a nonlinear equalizer which modifies the original signal
prior to the input to the power amplifiers. The signal is distorted in such a way that the
resulting composite signal at the output of the power amplifier appears to have a linear
transfer function over the observed frequency range as presented in Figure 1. Usually
PD units can equalize both the gain and phase response of the power amplifiers. The
idea is the same in both cases, before feeding the signal into the PA, the gain or phase
response is modified to be the inverse of the gain or phase response of the PA. The
resulting signal would then appear to have been amplified by a gain and phase-linear
PA. In short, PD produces a transfer function that is the inverse of the transfer function
of the PA used in the transmission system [11].

Figure 1: Gain and phase predistortion high-level block dia-
gram and principle of operation
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Implementing a PD unit to a digital radio system has many advantages. The inherit
non-linearity of power amplifiers create spectral regrowth beyond the allocated sig-
nal bandwidth when the signal crosses to gain compression or saturation region. This
broadening of the signal may cause the signal to interfere with adjacent channels and
results in higher adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR). Non-linearity also causes dis-
tortions within the signal bandwidth, phase distortion and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
degradation all which could lead to the increase of bit error rate (BER) at the receiver
through higher EVM. The in-band non-linearity is especially detrimental to current
high bit-rate wide-band transmission signals such as wide-band code division multiple
access (WCDMA) or orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) due to their
high PAPR and strict SNR requirements because of the dense modulation schemes.

The traditional way of dealing with high PAPR transmission signals was to back-
off the PA as much as needed to achieve the linearity required [12]. A typical PA
gain nonlinearity curve is presented in Figure 2a. Operation in back-off however leads
to very low efficiency (PA’s ability to convert DC supply power into RF energy) of
transmission since high back-off means that the PA’s operating point is lowered away
from its saturation point and thus the power efficiency decreases as seen in Figure
2b. Efficiencies of 3 to 5% for Class-AB PAs are not unseen in high PAPR, high bit-
rate, wide-band RF signal transmission systems [13]. The effect linearizing has on PA
efficiency is discussed in Section 2.1.2. [1, 2, 11, 14]

Figure 2: Power amplifier’s gain nonlinearity (a) and effi-
ciency vs. distortion (b).

Furthermore, the linearized spectrum is cleaner from the spectral viewpoint because
as discussed above with a PD unit the generation of harmonic distortion components is
greatly reduced. This equalizing and conditioning the signal in digital domain can also
be translated into cost savings in the analog domain since less filtering is needed and
more inexpensive power amplifiers can be used. The effect of PD to spectral regrowth
and out-of-band noise is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 below. Additionally, compared
to operation in back-off, digital pre-distortion enables the final stage amplifier, power
supply, cooling and operating costs to be reduced significantly [15]. Also, since a PD
unit widens the linear operation range of the amplifier the carrier signal is less distorted,
less bits are lost during transmission and a less complicated forward error correction
(FEC) can be used to free up more bits for data. The spectrum is also better contained
and thus output power can be increased while still conforming to the spectral mask. A
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around 6 dB increase in linear output power can result in the ability to apply a denser
modulation, thereby enabling even higher spectral efficiency and data throughput [16].
A PD unit is nowadays practically a requirement for any competitive digital broadband
communications system.

Figure 3: Power amplifier output characteristics without pre-
distortion.

Figure 4: Power amplifier output characteristics with pre-
distortion enabled.

Predistortion can be done in either digital or analog domain. Digital predistortion
is of particular interest nowadays because transistors have shrunk and manufacturing
technologies have matured to a point where integrated circuits (IC) can accommodate
a lot of sophisticated processing in a single chip. This processing power is harnessed in
a DPD unit to process the signal with high accuracy in the digital domain. A top level
block diagram of a DPD unit with a feedback circuit from the analog domain carrier
signal is presented in Figure 5 below. After DPD the signal is converted from digital
to analog domain, up-converted, amplified and input to the transmission antennas. The
feedback is taken directly from the antenna for most accurate results, down-converted,
analog to digital converted, divided by the PA’s gain and input to the DPD unit’s control
block which processes the data and updates the DPD unit’s algorithms to improve the
linearization performance of the transmission path.

A DPD unit can realize many of the analog PD constructs and it has the advan-
tage of doing so without worrying about component tolerances, warming and aging
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affecting the outcome of the PD algorithm although analog PD systems still have their
applications in cases where very high bandwidth is required and cost is not an object
[17]. A more advanced DPD unit can also take into account the memory effects of
an amplifier. Memory effects are the dependence of the nonlinear behavior of a PA of
it’s present and past signal values such as amplitude, phase and thermal fluctuations
[1, 11]. These memory effects are more prominent in high power or wideband appli-
cations such as in today’s mobile broadband basestations. Most modern PD units take
memory effects of the PA into account because memoryless PD units can only achieve
limited linearization performance [18]. A modern basestation DPD unit, such as the
one ODP module is designed to be a part of, operates at the baseband because the al-
gorithms are easier to implement at lower frequencies, the flexibility and accuracy of
the DPD functions are better and the linearization affects the whole transmitted BW
when working with baseband IQ-modulated signals [19]. An ideal DPD unit would
take into account of the whole analog transmission path in frequency and time-domain
but this would require infinite bandwidth and thus is impossible to accomplish. Same
is true for memory effects since only a finite amount of past samples can be stored in
the DPD unit’s memory for nonlinear estimation calculations.

Figure 5: Digital pre-distorter top level block diagram.

2.1.1. Power Amplifiers

Power amplifiers are essential components in wireless communication systems and
their performance and analog characteristics drive the development of PD circuits.
Therefore it is good to understand how the PA’s operate and what analog principles are
good to keep in mind even when designing fully digital PD systems.

RF power amplifiers are used to convert low-power radio-frequency signals into
larger, more powerful signals usually driving the antenna of a transmitter. RF PAs
are like any other PA but they are optimized for RF specific applications which have
requirements like, linear gain and phase, high efficiency, high output power compres-
sion, good return loss on the input and output, good gain, and optimal heat dissipation.
Additionally modern RF PAs are designed to operate in very high frequencies at the
super-gigahertz range and to be as linear as possible over a wide operating frequency
range. A PA design is always a compromise with trade-offs in output power, linearity,
stability, efficiency and other parameters. [20, 15]

Class-AB is nowadays the most commonly used amplifier class in RF PAs out of all
amplifier topologies. Class-AB is almost exclusively used in its push-pull configura-
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tion in RF applications because full output cycle is required. In a class-AB push-pull
topology both transistors are allowed to conduct at the same time around the wave-
form’s crossover point. This nearly eliminates the crossover distortion problems shown
in Figure 6 when adjusted correctly. The biasing is done by driving a small bias volt-
age just above the cut-off point at the gate of each transistor as shown in Figure 7
below. The resulting conduction angle of class-AB is between 180 and 360 degrees
depending on the level of the biasing. Class-AB amplifiers efficiency is dominated by
the selection of the bias point and it is in between 50% to 78,5% with the best cutting
edge real-world designs having achieved over 70% efficiencies [21].

Figure 6: Push-pull class-AB amplifier crossover distortion.
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Figure 7: Class-AB amplifier output characteristic curve.

Many other amplifier topologies are also used in RF PAs such as the inherently
linear but low efficiency class-A. Classes B and C which are both heavily distorting
but more efficient than class-A and good enough for simple applications like class-
B PA found inside most mobile devices. Then there are also a plethora of up-and-
coming switching mode amplifiers, like classes D, E and T, which have a theoretical
efficiency of 100% but distortion figures are likewise high and difficult to suppress.
Research and development of better switching mode RF PA’s is ongoing since they
provide an exciting option for future mobile and small-cell applications due to their
high efficiencies [22, 23]. [15, 24, 25]

2.1.2. Electrical Efficiency

Efficiency is the ability to do something or produce something without wasting mate-
rials, time, or energy [26]. In electronics the focus is on power and energy efficiency.
Power efficiency is the ratio of output power divided by input power.

ηP = 100% · Pout

Pin

(1)

Energy efficiency is the ratio output energy divided by input energy:

ηE = 100% · Eout

Ein

(2)

And since power is the constant rate at which work is being done P = W/t it is
equivalent to the amount of energy consumed per unit time:
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E = P · t (3)

As discussed in the previous Section 2.1.1, power efficiency in RF applications is
highly dependent on the amplifier topology and the type of signal input to the ampli-
fier. The highest efficiency possible is the aim since it provides many advantages in a
mobile communications. Higher efficiency lowers device running costs, produces less
wasted heat, enables smaller form factors and longer operating mobile devices. Highly
efficient electronics have only one real drawback and that is cost. It takes significantly
more effort to develop and build high quality and highly efficient devices.

Linearizing broadband class-AB RF PAs with modern, currently the most popular,
adaptive and modulation agnostic memory polynomial Volterra based DPD systems
can yield up to four times increased power efficiency. The Volterra-based predistorters
achieve that by reducing PAPR while still meeting ACPR and EVM requirements,
correcting over 10th-order nonlinearities and PA memory effects up to many hundreds
of nanoseconds. [1, 2, 15]

Figure 8: PA drain power efficiency vs. output power with a
Volterra based pre-distorter.

In the article where Figure 8 is from [27] a Volterra-series based DPD unit was
used to pre-condition the signal for a class-AB RF amplifier. The resulting increase
in efficiency was dramatic as the amplifier was able to operate at up to 40% efficiency
with the DPD enabled. Without the DPD the PA had to be backed up to 37 dBm to
meet the linearity and spectral requirements and this resulted in under 10% efficiency
which is quite typical for a class-AB RF PA.

The major amplifier classes, their conduction angles and maximum peak output sig-
nal efficiencies are summarized in the Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9: Amplifier classes and their maximum achievable
efficiencies.

These maximum efficiencies are hardly ever achieved and for all continuous mode,
non-switching, amplifiers efficiency is highly dependent on the output power [28].

2.1.3. IQ-data and Modulation

Modulation is the process of varying the properties of a periodic high frequency wave-
form called the carrier signal with a lower frequency modulating signal that contains
the information to be transmitted. Transmitted information in a modern digital commu-
nication system is usually IQ-modulated since it is a very convenient way to modulate
carrier signals. IQ-modulation is used because precisely manipulating the phase of a
carrier signal is quite hard to accomplish from a technological standpoint.

The mathematical representation of IQ-modulation is presented in equation 5. In the
equation below α and β represent two different phase angles of cosine.

Acos(2πfct + ρ) = I cos(2πfct)−Qsin(2πfct) (4)

where

I Amplitude of the in− phase carrier
Q Amplitude of the quadrature − phase carrier

The IQ-modulation scheme allows for easier manipulation of the RF carrier sine
wave because with IQ-modulation the amplitude, frequency and phase of the modulat-
ing carrier sine wave can be controlled by manipulating the amplitudes of the separate
I and Q signals. The difference between sine and cosine is 90 degrees and a very
simple hardware mixer, such as the one shown in Figure 10, with a 90 degrees phase
difference for I and Q carrier waves is sufficient.
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Figure 10: Ideal hardware IQ-modulator.

After the hardware mixer the constellation points are mapped to the constellation
diagram like shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Constellation point mapped with amplitudes of I
and Q.

Then the IQ vectors are mapped to a complex polar plot where a certain combination
of I and Q vectors represent a constellation point. Each constellation point is connected
to a binary value at signal sampling instants according to the modulation scheme used
as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Constellation points and related bit mappings for
Gray-coded 16-QAM modulation.

After modulation IQ-data is encoded to the carrier signal. OFDM is the most popular
method to encode data on multiple orthogonal carrier frequencies. OFDM presented in
Figure 13 is extremely popular in modern high bandwidth mobile telecommunications
networks such as fourth generation long term evolution (4G-LTE) because it has good
multipath fading resistance and high spectral efficiency [29]. WCDMA is an older
but still prevalent data encoding scheme used primarily in third generation Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (3G-UMTS) networks. In WCDMA clients are
separated by a pseudorandom code like shown in Figure 14 which is XOR’d 1 with
the original data [29]. Single-carrier encoding methods like Single-carrier frequency-
division multiple access (SC-FDMA) are used in low power applications such as mo-
bile phone transmitters. SC-FDMA is similar to OFDM but the carriers are divided
into separate non-continuous time slots as in in Figure 15, with an additional discrete
fourier transform (DFT) over the whole BW instead of adjacent orthogonal subcarriers
[30].

1A logical operation that outputs true only when inputs differ.
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Figure 13: OFDM spectrum with frequency divided sub-carriers.

Figure 14: CDMA spectrum with code division sub-carriers.
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Figure 15: SC-FCDMA spectrum with time divided sub-
carriers.

2.1.4. Linearity and Distortion

In electronics the linear operating region of a device, for example a power amplifier
is where a dependent variable, for example input power, is directly proportional to an
independent variable such as output power. This ensures that the analog output of the
PA is an accurate representation the input signal, just with higher amplitude. This also
means that the original waveform is not altered in any way compared to the original
input signal and thus the signal is not distorted like shown in Figure 16. Usually lin-
earity is valid only within a certain limited operating region and for example a PA may
distort even with a small input signal levels because the amplification happens outside
the amplifier’s linear region. The input signal level can also exceed a certain threshold,
taking the amplifier far away from its approximately linear part of the transfer function
to the compression region and cause heavy distortion to the output signal. [24]

Figure 16: Linear amplitude and phase responses result in
ideal undistorted output waveform.

The most straightforward examples of amplifier nonlinearity are amplitude and
phase distortion. Amplitude distortion, shown in Figure 17, is usually caused by am-
plifier gain compression but some amplifiers are also just inherently nonlinear across
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their whole amplification range. Phase distortion on the other hand is caused when
amplifiers delay the signal differently at various amplitudes. Phase distortion caused
waveform deformation is presented in Figure 18.

Figure 17: Typical amplitude distortion or gain compression
and the respective output waveform.

Figure 18: Typical phase distortion and the respective output
waveform.

The two key PA linearity measurements are 1-dB compression point (P1dB) and
third-order intercept point (TOI or IP3) [24]. These two measures are highly important
when determining and evaluating amplifier quality, efficiency and especially linearity
from specifications and measured performance.

P1dB is the point where the amplifier no longer is able to amplify the input signal
in a linear fashion. P1dB-point is usually graphically represented as the the function
of input power vs. output power and at P1dB -point the actual output power is 1 dB
lower than the theoretical linear response. In other words as the input power continues
to increase the gain begins to decrease. When the actual response is 1 dB less than the
theoretical linear response the amplifier is at its 1-dB compression point as shown in
Figure 19. After P1dB the gain begins to flatten and at higher input signal levels the
amplifier goes into compression and saturates. In saturation an increase in input signal
does not translate to more output signal anymore. In saturation the amplifiers response
becomes heavily non-linear and produces distortion, harmonics, and potentially inter-
modulation (IM) products which were not present in the original signal.
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Figure 19: 1-dB compression point graphical representation
as the function of input vs. output power.

Third-order intercept point is a measure of the amplifiers linearity when amplifying
two or more signals that are close together in frequency. When an amplifier becomes
non-linear with increasing output power it begins to produce harmonics of the am-
plified input signal [20, 24]. Even and odd harmonics, second, third, and higher, are
usually easy to filter out since they are far away from the fundamental frequency and
might even reside outside of the amplifiers bandwidth. Non-linearity however will
also produce a mixing effect between two or more more signals and if these signals
are close in frequency, some of the sum and difference frequencies produced will most
likely occur inside the bandwidth of the amplifier [20]. These signals are called IM
products. In modulated signals the IM products are very close to or at the signal band-
width and they are very hard or impossible to filter out from the output spectrum. IP3
is an important specification when evaluating the linearity of an amplifier which is
used to amplify multiple signals near each other in frequency domain like the tightly
packed adjacent carriers present in many current digital data modulation schemes such
as WCDMA and OFDM.
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Figure 20: Third-order intercept point spectral representa-
tion with two fundamental frequencies f1 and f2.

Figure 20 shows two signals f1 and f2 occurring within the amplifier’s bandwidth.
Amplifier non-linearity causes a mixing effect and new signals f1− f2 and f1 + f2
are produced. These mixing products can usually be easily filtered out from output.
However, these signals will also mix with the second, third, and higher harmonics
to produce a wide range of potentially interfering signals within the amplifiers pass
band. The most troublesome are the third-order products 2f1± f2 and 2f2± f1. Those
intermodulation mixing products generate the potentially hard to filter out 2f1− f2
and 2f2− f1 signals which appear very close to the fundamental frequencies f1 and
f2. These signals cause the most distortion out of all of the IM mixing products in the
output of an filtered PA.
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Figure 21: Third-order intercept point graphical representa-
tion as the function of input vs. output power with funda-
mental and third order signal powers plotted.

Figure 21 presents the third-order intercept point gain compression plot. The graph
has both fundamental signal and third-order product signal levels plotted. Third-order
signal products increase three times faster than the first-order products on a logarithmic
scale because the mathematics of mixing indicates a 3:1 gain rate for the third-order
products. When the gain curves of both fundamental and third-order gain curves are
extended linearly after compression, the two gain curves meet at the third-order inter-
cept point where the amplitudes of both signals are equal. From the plot also output
and input third-order intercept levels can be read (OIP3 and IIP3). IP3 is a theoretical
point which can never be reached because it is much above the operation range of am-
plifiers. The higher an amplifiers IP3 is the more linear it can be expected to behave
with multicarrier signals and respectively, high IP3 also means lower IM distortion
(IMD) levels. The IP3 point is typically about 10 dB above the 1-dB compression
point. [20]

Linearity, low noise and distortion are crucial figures of merit for an amplifier used
in a modern wideband RF applications. The modulation schemes, most prominently
OFDM and WCDMA, are very vulnerable to non-linearity and distortion because of
their high PAPR and the dense modulation schemes used frequently in tandem with
the multicarrier systems like quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). QAM depends
on linear amplification because amplitude and phase distortion might result in phase
and constellation shifts and this in turn results in higher EVM values. EVM indicates
that the constellation points have shifted from their reference locations as illustrated in
Figure 22 below. This might result in the increase of BER and without error correction
high BER can cause loss of throughput or even total corruption of transmitted data.
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Figure 22: EVM is caused by phase and magnitude errors in
the IQ-modulated carrier signal.

EVM is a comprehensive quality measurement especially for systems using quadra-
ture modulation techniques. EVM encompasses and relates to many more traditional
signal quality measures such as SNR, phase noise, spurious signals, interference and
BER. EVM is easy to measure with vector signal analyzers (VSA) and it is probably
the most used signal quality number quoted for digital wireless broadband transmission
systems today. [31]

2.1.5. Spectral Efficiency and PAPR

Spectral efficiency is the measure of how much information can be transmitted over
a certain bandwidth (BW). In digital communications systems spectral efficiency is
usually measured as the useful information rate divided by used bandwidth:

ηspect =
bits/s

BW
(5)

Useful information rate over an wireless transceiver (TX/RX) system is dependent
on the bandwidth, transmit power, amplifier linearity, modulation scheme, error correc-
tion, air interface quality, receiver sensitivity, antenna gain and other factors. Modern
air interface standards like WCDMA and OFDM have pushed the spectral efficiency
higher than ever before with, multiple carriers, dense modulation schemes and clever
error correction techniques. This has also resulted into high PAPR of the multiple
subcarrier signals which need linear power amplifiers to amplify the signals without
adding distortion. High PAPR is mainly the product of the inverse Fourier transform
(IFT) operation which distributes multiple subcarriers to the available spectrum. The
subcarriers have different frequencies and phase shifts and this leads to high PAPR
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because sometimes the sinusoidal peaks align at the same time and add together as
explained in [32].

PAPR is defined as squared peak amplitude divided by squared root-mean-square
(RMS) value as seen in equation 6 below.

PAPR =
|A|2peak
A2

rms

(6)

Crest factor (CF) is another measure which is sometimes quoted for multicarrier
systems. It idicates how extreme the peaks are in a waveform and it is closely related
to PAPR since,

PAPR =
|A|2peak
A2

rms

= CF2 (7)

and thus,

CF =
|A|peak
Arms

(8)

The RMS value for sine wave is A√
2

as illustrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Peak and RMS values for sinusoidal signal.
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Figure 24: Pre (left) and post DPD (right) EVM measure-
ments for a 2x10MHz WiMax signal.

Figure 24 taken from [27] shows how DPD affects the EVM of a WiMax 802.11e
2x10 MHz system using OFDM with 64QAM, 16QAM and QPSK modulations. EVM
is improved by 13 dB and this improvement in transmission quality is quite signifi-
cant. It could mean that the system could either apply a denser modulation for higher
throughput or increase the RF PA’s output power to improve the system’s wireless
transmission range.
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2.2. Overdrive Protection

Overdrive protection (ODP) is a module designed to protect the analog stages after
DPD from excessive signal levels. A digital predistorter might increase the amplitude
of the output IQ-data vectors and that could result in the vector power exceeding the
maximum allowable power of the analog components. ODP limits the peak power
of the complex IQ-signal by clipping the signal to a configured instantaneous power
threshold. Hard clipping a signal like shown in Figure 25 is a non-linear process and
always introduces odd order harmonic distortion which is highly detrimental especially
in multicarrier systems [33]. By filtering and smoothing down the clipping, power
limiting can be achieved with only a minor decrease to signal quality and much reduced
spectral regrowth.

Figure 25: Instantaneous IQ-vector power limiting to a con-
figured threshold (THD) level.

The effect of hard clipping the above signal is illustrated in the Figure 26 below.
Hard clipping causes mostly odd order harmonic distortion but since the signal has a
finite bandwidth ie. it is not composed of just a singular frequency component, some
even-order and intermodulation distortion is generated too and this shows up as spectral
regrowth. [33]

Figure 26: An ideal illustration of the odd IM products and
spectral regrowth introduced by hard clipping a signal.
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The power limiting is done by calculating the instantaneous power level of the input
signal. If the input power level is higher than the threshold level, a gain coefficient is
calculated and passed onwards to the filtering stages. A set of filters smooth and shape
the gain coefficient to avoid the problems of hard-limiting the signal. After the gain
coefficient is processed it is mixed with the original signal and the result is a smoothly
power limited output signal.

Figure 27: ODP module physical location in a digital pre-
distortion system.

The power limited IQ-vector is passed forwards from the ODP module for further
processing. Usually an ODP module is one of the last modules that process the modu-
lated composite signal in the digital domain as seen in Figure 27. After an ODP module
the signal is usually digital-to-analog (DAC) -converted and passed down to the power
amplifiers. In some DPD-ODP systems a feedback loop is routed from ODP module’s
output to DPD control unit’s input. This way the DPD control unit can correct nonlin-
earities more accurately as it can also take ODP modules’s and DAC’s nonlinearities
into account when adjusting the DPD.

2.2.1. Mathematical Model of the ODP

The ODP module calculates the instant power of the input data vector and if the vector
power exceeds power of the configured threshold, original vector is hard clipped to the
given threshold level.

Y(X) =

{
X · THV

|X| , if |X | > THV

X , if |X | ≤ THV

∣∣∣∣ |X| =√X2
re +X2

im (9)

where

X Complex input vector

THV Configurable threshold value

The inverse square root (ISQRT) X · THV
|X| in equation 9 is very resource consuming

to calculate using digital logic. Therefore, the ISQRT values were pre-calculated in
MATLAB and a sufficient amount of values were inserted into a look up table (LUT).
The LUT for the ISQRT values which would cover the whole dynamic range of the
input signal would have been prohibitively large to implement into the ASIC. The
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LUT would have had an address space of of 35-bits for 18 bit IQ-input signal2. The
address space was reduced down to five most significant bits from the input’s instant
power vector

√
X2

re +X2
im and thus only 32 values were stored to the LUT.

F(X) =
1

|X|
=

1√
X2

re +X2
im

=
LUT(

√
X2

re +X2
im)

2N
=

LUT(|X|2)
2N

(10)

where

X Complex input vector

N Number of bits used as inverse square root table address

LUT Look up table for inverse square root values

Estimating the values in-between the stored LUT values to avoid sudden jumps in
the calculated gain coefficient was done with linear approximation [34].

F(X) ≈ F(A) + F′(A)(X− A) (11)

The expression on the right-hand side of equation 11 is the equation for a tangent
line of F at (A,F(A)). Which, when applied to the inverse square root values LUT
equation 10, gives,

LUT(|X|2) =

LUTbase

(
|X|2

2L−M

)
+

 |X|2 −
(
|X|2
2L−M

)
· 2L−M

2(L−M)−K

 · LUTslope

(
|X|2
2L−M

)
2K

 (12)

where

X2 Complex input vector power

L Number of data power bits

M Number of table address bits

K Number of bits used for linear approximation

Base values (LUTbase) are generated by calculating 2M even spaced points from the
inverse square root function. These 2M points are then scaled by 2N and stored into the
LUT, which is pointed by the same five MSB bits from the input instant power vector
as is the ISQRT LUT. Last point is calculated because linear approximation requires
two points to calculate a slope between them but the point is not included in the base
values LUT.

LUTbase(k) =

2N · 1√
k · 2

2M

, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2M − 2, 2M − 1, 2M (13)

22*18 - 1 = 35
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where

N Number of scaling bits

M Number of table address bits

Since points between tabled base values are calculated using linear approximation
also the differences between base values, so called slope values, are pre-calculated and
stored to LUTslope. LUTslope is addressed using the same M MSB bits of the input
power vector as base value LUTbase.

LUTslope(k) = LUTbase(k + 1)− LUTbase(k) (14)

Hard clipping of the input signal would however generate spectral regrowth in fre-
quency domain, as discussed in the beginning of this chapter. To minimize image
spreading, calculated gain coefficient is shaped and smoothed down with a set of multi-
stage filters.

The first filter is called the "shaping filter" which, in essence, is a three-pass mini-
mum filter with time-domain expansion by delaying the input samples. The filter’s in-
put is three differently delayed samples from which only the minimum value is passed
forwards as seen in Equation 15. This time domain expansion translates into wider
frequency domain filtering through the Fourier transform (FT). All of the stages are
identical and connected in series with different delay (N,M) and divider (k) values.

zout = min

{
zin +

zin
k
, z−Nin , z−N−Min +

z−N−Min

k

}
(15)

where

zin Input sample value

zout Output sample value

N Relative delay of real time sample

M Relative delay of late sample

k Sample weight divider

The second filter smooths the coefficient further down. The filter implements a
similar minimum function as Equation 15 but this time the samples adjacent to the real
time sample z−N are averaged with the real time sample. This way the smoothing filter
ramps the gain coefficient’s value softly up and down on fast signal edges.

zout = min

{
zin + z−Nin

2
, z−Nin ,

z−Nin + z−N−Min

2

}
(16)

where

zin Input sample value

zout Output sample value

N Relative delay of real time sample

M Relative delay of late sample
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Both minimum filters essentially are bottom envelope followers. The weighting
and averaging of samples adjacent to the real time sample changes their behaviour to
limiting also the power of input vectors adjacent to clipped input vector. This results in
incrementally smoother gain coefficient value transitions as the coefficient propagates
through the filter cascade.

The result of the whole ODP algorithm simulation with MATLAB is presented in
Figure 28. The data is clipped to the configured threshold level, however when a long
series of samples exceed the threshold the ODP algorithm does not clip it down. This
prevents the ODP module from reducing the dynamic range if the input signal too much
and keeps the EVM caused by the clipping at reasonable levels. The occasional output
data spikes over the threshold in the Figure 28 below represent those occurrences.

Figure 28: MATLAB simulation result of ODP model. Raw
input data in blue, clipped output data in red.
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3. DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGN FLOW, LANGUAGES AND
TOOLS

This chapter introduces the implementation and verification flows, tools, languages
and methods used to design and verify the ODP module. There are several other ways,
tools and languages which all can achieve the same goal, a working, error free ASIC or
FPGA but only the topics relevant to the ODP module are discussed in the following
Sections.

Hardware implementation is presented first as it logically precedes the verification
stage. In hardware implementation the digital hardware design flow is introduced and
the design phases are briefly discussed. Then the hardware description language cho-
sen for this project is discussed. Lastly the hardware design tools used in this project
are shown and their most important related features discussed.

In the hardware verification sections the verification flow is presented and how it ties
together with the design flow. Then the verification methods employed in the project
are discussed in their own subsections. The hardware verification language used in the
project is introduced next. Finally, the hardware verification tools utilized to verify the
ODP module’s design are introduced and their most relevant features discussed.

3.1. Digital Hardware Implementation Flow

The ODP module was implemented to an ASIC using VHDL. The design was done
following the algorithm model and functional specifications. The algorithm model
provided detailed fixed point dataflow models and performance requirements for RTL
implementation. The functional specification outlined the range of capabilities and
features the module should have. The RTL implementation followed meticulously
the fixed-point dataflow models and the RTL micro-architecture specification closely
resembles the fixed-point (FP) algorithm models data flow. The main difference be-
tween the FP model and RTL model is the pipelined, clock accurate structure of the
RTL model which additionally includes the modules control logic.

A typical digital IC top-down design flow, the one shown in Figure 29 below, was
followed during the design’s implementation. The flow naturally also includes some
feedback paths for design iteration in various stages. One of the iterative feedback
loops was in between fixed-point model, micro-architecture and RTL design phases.
Fixed point model and RTL model usually need a few design iterations before the
model can be successfully realized in RTL. This usually happens because implement-
ing an algorithm model to RTL is not trivial and even the fixed-point the model could
have constructs in it which are not physically feasible for RTL implementation. Algo-
rithm and hardware designers cooperate in this stage to work out the kinks from the FP
model until the micro-architecture can be successfully implemented into a hardware
description.
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Figure 29: Typical digital logic circuit design implementa-
tion flow.

The next hardware design phase "RTL timing/area/performance optimization" re-
quires input from physical design as the performance of the RTL design is highly de-
pendent on the target semiconductor technology in the case of an ASIC or target device
if the implementation is done to a FPGA chip. The feedback from RTL synthesis and
place & route is used to improve the RTL design to better suite the target technology
or device. Typically the most important feedback from physical design to hardware
design is the RTL descriptions timing and area performance. The RTL might not meet
the timing requirements because of too many logic levels without intermediate regis-
ter stages, complex logic paths with excessive fan-outs1 or unnecessarily large logical

1Fan-out is a term that defines the maximum number of digital inputs that the output of a single
logic gate can feed.
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constructs which consume a lot of area and are hard to route properly. Timing prob-
lems are usually dealt by redesigning the pipelining structure and area optimizations
are done by rethinking algorithms, reducing accuracy and decreasing bit-widths if pos-
sible. Achieving timing closure can be a tedious job of many RTL iterations especially
for multi-gigahertz ASIC and high-performance FPGA designs.

After the design is taped out as an IC or programmed to the target FPGA device
the hardware designer can inspect the physical design with real data and use logic
analyzers to look for possible errors and glitches in the design. If any errors are found
or potential performance or area improvements suggestions are found those can be
directed back to the RTL design phase to improve the next version of the physical
design.

3.2. Hardware Design Languages

Operation of electronic circuits can be described using a HDL. Most commonly a HDL
is used to describe digital logic circuits. A HDL program is synthesized to a lower level
specification of physical electronic components. This physical interpretation of the
HDL program is placed and routed and then it can be used to generate a photolithogra-
phy mask to manufacture an IC. In the case of an FPGA the HDL design is synthesized
and placed on to the chip utilizing its hardware resources.

HDLs resemble traditional programming languages such as C and Java but have a
few key differences. Firstly, HDLs specifically include the notion of time whereas
programming languages do not. Secondly, HDL program code is synthesized to a
physically realizable gate netlist where data flow and timing of the circuit is exactly
defined, a programming language code is compiled to processor-specific object code.
Thirdly, code written in a HDL program is concurrent which means that every process
in the description runs in parallel and executes independently. Traditional program-
ming languages are single-threaded and the code executes sequentially. Last, since a
HDL describes actual hardware this rules out any dynamic structures commonly used
in programming languages.

The RTL description a HDL program defines is usually also simulated to examine
the behaviour of the circuit with actual inputs. These inputs usually include at least
a discrete clocking signal which runs the whole design and data which the module
processes. The simulator outputs discrete time waveforms where every signal, value
and register is listed and their internal state presented at each point of simulation time.

3.2.1. VHDL for Digital Logic Design

Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Design Language was originally devel-
oped by the order of the U.S Department of Defense (DoD) in the early 1980s. The
purpose of VHDL was to document the behavior of the ASICs that were supplied to
the DoD included in the equipment from their subcontractors. The next logical step
was to develop a simulator capable of reading the created VHDL documents. Since the
VHDL documents contained the exact behavioral model of the ASIC, logic synthesis
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tools were developed so that the HDL code could be turned into the definition of the
physical implementation of the circuit. [35]

In 1987 the first standard, IEEE 1076-1987, for VHDL was created. The language
was further refined and updated to the still very widely used IEEE 1076-1993 stan-
dard [8]. In 2000 and 2002 some minor updates to the VHDL standard were made.
The latest standard of VHDL is IEEE 1076-2008 which aimed to make the language
more flexible for testing and verification purposes and to include some system-level
modeling support [36].

The 1993 standard of VHDL is probably the most widely adopted as it contains the
necessary core features to write solid HDL programs that can be almost guaranteed to
synthesize correctly. VHDL-93 has proven to be highly manufacturable and it is sup-
ported by virtually all of the major HDL tool vendors. The downside to the old standard
is that the language is criticized of being too laborious, verbose, constrained and inflex-
ible. Some argue that the verbosity and inflexibility of the language is an advantage
when designing digital logic as the designer must have a complete understanding of
the design on bit-level at all times. This careful hand-crafting of the design’s details
can lead to better performing logic and less used hardware resources. The trade-off is,
of course, longer development times and increased design costs.

One of the universally agreed disadvantages of VHDL-93 is that it is cumbersome to
write flexible, re-usable code. VHDL-93 for example does not contain any capability
for compiler directives or code pre-processing. Something that Verilog has had since
it was first standardized in 1995 [37]. This problem has been alleviated somewhat
by introducing more functionality to the "generic" type in VHDL-2008. In VHDL-
93 generics are constants but in VHDL-2008 they may also be types, subprograms or
packages. Tool support for VHDL-2008 though is spotty at best [37] and writing clever
abstracted code in VHDL usually just leads into compiler errors and dysfunctional
gate-level simulations due to unexpected synthesis results.

The ODP module designed in this thesis was written completely in VHDL-93.
IEEE-1164 multivalue logic package was used in combination with the language as it
is the industry’s standard package that contains declarations for the uniform represen-
tation of logic values in VHDL. Some Nokia proprietary packages were also included
since they contain verified mathematical functions frequently used in base station DFE
DSP designs.

3.3. Hardware Design Tools

The digital hardware design tools used in this project are introduced and discussed in
the following sections. A digital hardware design tools purpose is to help the designer
to do more in less time by visualizing and automating as much tasks as possible. Hence
the collective name electronic design automation (EDA) tools. The tools allow for even
a single designer to work with multi-thousand gate designs with relative ease.
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3.3.1. Mentor Graphics QuestaSim

The EDA tool used for writing, compiling, simulating and debugging the HDL design
was QuestaSim. QuestaSim is in many ways similar to the better known ModelSim it
has succeeded. QuestaSim has additional debug capabilities and is targeted for larger
FPGA and ASIC designs. QuestaSim also supports SystemVerilog for verification
and OVM/UVM verification methodologies whereas ModelSim does not. The user
interface (UI) has remained largely the same in QuestaSim and ModelSim users will
feel straight at home. [38]

Figure 30: QuestaSim design view.

Above in Figure 30 is QuestaSim in its design view where the viewing, writing and
compiling of source RTL is done. QuestaSim has native support for compiling, simu-
lating and debugging SystemVerilog, Verilog, VHDL, SystemC, Property Specification
Language (PSL) and Unified Power Format (UPF). [38]
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Figure 31: QuestaSim simulation view.

Figure 31 presents QuestaSim in its simulation view with a wave window on the
right. In this mode the design’s behaviour can be analyzed by running simulations.
The simulator provides complete visibility and wave plotting capabilities to all signals,
registers and memories of the design.

3.3.2. MathWorks MATLAB

MATLAB is a highly flexible mathematical computing software and it is widely used
in the fields of engineering, science and economics. It has gained popularity as it has
a huge standard feature set and even more features are available, with hundreds of
different add-ons such as the very popular SimuLink, which is used for modeling, sim-
ulating and analyzing multidomain dynamic systems like digital wireless transmission
systems. In the IC industry MATLAB is usually used to design, simulate and verify
system level models and to generate reference data for RTL level verification. Some
EDA tool providers have even developed tools that automatically translate the MAT-
LAB scripting language directly to a fixed point model, usually in C-language and
then, using HLS, synthesize the fixed-point model to a physical gate-level representa-
tion [39].
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Figure 32: MatLab GUI displaying the results of a simula-
tion run with ODPs mathematical model.

MATLAB is used by running MATLAB scripting language commands or scripts
from .m-files in the command window which is like an interactive mathematical shell.
There is also a interactive GUI in where commands can be input as seen in Figure 32.
There are many ways for plotting, storing and interpreting the results of the MATLAB
script runs. MATLAB scripting language is somewhat similar in syntax and behaviour
to conventional programming languages like C/C++ and python. MATLAB scripting
language is interpret so it does not need to be compiled before execution.

3.4. Hardware Verification Flow and Methods

Verification is a process where the HDL design is extensively tested to verify that the
RTL functions as specified. The goal of verification is to make sure the design and
all of its planned features work before it is sent off for manufacturing to an IC or
programmed to a FPGA. This is done to prevent expensive re-spins of ASIC’s, delays
in product release schedule and time consuming debuggig on prototype IC’s and FPGA
chips.

Verification is the single most time and resource consuming part in the digital hard-
ware design flow. Digital design teams have reported that roughly 50% to 70% of the
time and effort of the whole design process from specifications to tape-out is consumed
in verifying the design. [40]

Digital logic verification methods can be divided roughly into two categories: func-
tional and formal verification. Furthermore verification is involved in almost every step
of the design flow. At algorithm and system level various, mostly formal and mathe-
matical, verification methods are used to verify that the developed mathematical and
finite accuracy fixed-point models fulfil the systems specifications. The majority of
functional tests are ran during RTL verification to make sure the RTL model matches
the fixed-point model thoroughly. Linting tools and code analyzers enable early design
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inspection with direct feedback from the source HDL even before simulations. Some
formal test such as code coverage metrics and assertions can also be ran during RTL
module verification to make sure the functional test cases developed cover the design
as comprehensibly as possible. During physical design verification mostly formal tests
are performed due to the greatly increased complexity and reduced speed of simulation
based verification. Physical verification should confirm that the physical, gate-level
representation of the design is logically equivalent to the RTL level design and that the
design meets its performance, area, power and timing requirements. [41, 42]

Prototyping and hardware emulating are also widely used methods of verification.
These methods however were not used during the verification of ODP module and
therefore the concepts of prototyping and emulation are only briefly introduced and
discussed in their own chapters. The verification flow for the ODP module and how it
relates to the design flow is presented in Figure 33 below.

Figure 33: Digital logic verification flow of ODP and how it
relates to the design implementation flow.
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3.4.1. Functional Verification and Simulation Based Methods

In functional validation also known as simulation based verification, the design is sim-
ulated using a simulator and a test case specific stimulus or verification vector as illus-
trated in Figure 34 below. The simulator validates the correctness of the design clock
accurately bit-to-bit against reference model generated test data. Each test case is de-
signed to check only for specific functionality of the design at a time, usually these
are called "use cases". Simulation based verification functions very well for even large
designs because the computational requirements for simulating RTL are reasonable
and scale up linearly. Additionally, since only the module’s inputs are stimulated and
outputs monitored and checked against reference data the verification is relatively light
on computational resources from this aspect also. Simulation based verification is the
most commonly used verification method nowadays. [41]

The drawback of functional/simulation-based verification is that it does not provide
complete logical coverage because the tests use case specific input data and therefore
only a certain amount of the designs logic is activated with it and only a subset of
possible outputs are checked [42]. Techniques like line, branch, condition, toggle and
assertion coverage are used to mitigate this coverage gap together with other formal
methods [43]. Since the amount of test cases that could be devised is practically un-
limited, the verification plan usually defines the test cases which the design needs to
pass to achieve "100%" functional coverage.

Figure 34: Output space perspective of functional verifica-
tion with verified data points and verification vectors.

3.4.2. Formal Verification

Formal verification is a method to analytically verify that the design is functioning ac-
cording to its specification as illustrated in Figure, redrawn from [44], 35 below. In
formal verification there is no need to specify input data since the approach is to prove
or disprove if the output behaves as expected and it is a largely automatic process af-
ter the test properties have been defined. Formal verification ideally tests all possible
input combinations of the design and thus it should guarantee an error free design by
exhausting the available state-space of the logic circuit completely. In functional veri-
fication terms this would mean simulating the design with all possible inputs, verifying
all outputs and thus each and every logic element in the design would be toggled on
and off at least once.
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Formal verification is only viable for small designs as the state-space quickly grows
too large with increasing logic complexity. This so called exponential state-space-
explosion [42] combined with the limited and linearly growing computing resources
mean that formal verification is used only in special cases and to fill out coverage
gaps left by other verification methods. For example, formally verifying a 32-bit adder
would require to test 264 possible input vector combinations. If the machine used had
the currently fastest desktop processor, Intel Core-i7 5960X which has a theoretical 32-
bit floating point operation (FLOP) performance of 384 GFLOP/s [45] the verification
would take over one and a half years2. Research has been done to leveraging the
massive parallel computing power of modern Graphics Processing Units (GPU) for
speeding up formal verification [46].

Formal verification is also somewhat less intuitive to use as the method requires thor-
ough understanding of the system and how it works precisely. This understanding then
has to be translated into theorems that would prove mathematically that the systems
behaves correctly as illustrated in Figure, redrawn from [44], 35 below.

Where formal methods shine is equivalency checking. In equivalency checking the
tool is used to determine if two representations of the same design have exactly the
same behaviour. Usually equivalence checks are used when determining if the physi-
cal, gate-level, representation is logically identical to the RTL model it was synthesized
from. RTL vs. RTL and gate-level vs. gate-level checks are also used when minor opti-
mizations such as power, area and performance are done to the designs and it is known
that the reference representation functions correctly. This way it is very fast to deter-
mine if the changes done kept the logic of the design intact and consequently if the
optimized design still conforms with the specifications. [42] The abstraction level of
equivalence checking can also be brought up to the system level. For example a design
written in high level synthesis (HLS) language such as C first needs to be converted to
a HDL before actual physical synthesis. It is crucial that the C-model vs. HDL equiv-
alence is checked before synthesis and place&route to stop bugs from entering into
the back-end flow. The back-end flow, especially for ASIC designs, is a very time and
resource consuming process and iterating the design would be very slow if it needed
constant fixing because of C-to-HDL translation errors.

Figure 35: Output space perspective of formal verification
with verified data points and verification properties.

2264/(384GFLOP/s · 365d · 24h · 60min · 60s) = 1, 5233a
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3.4.3. Hardware Emulation and FPGA Prototyping

Hardware emulators imitate the behavior of one or more pieces of hardware with a
special purpose hardware emulation system. Usually a hardware emulator, like the
Mentor Graphics Veloce system [47] pictured below in Figure 36, consists of multiple
interconnected FPGA’s which can be used as a one large IC. Hardware emulation needs
a lot of computational resources and thus it is a very expensive method of verification.
The emulated design is compiled to emulator specific code and then the system is
input real data. After the system is operational, functional verification and debugging
can be done in real time in almost the same way as using the yet-to-be-manufactured
IC itself. Hardware emulators are fully parallel devices as are the IC’s themselves
and they have a key advantage over prototyping in that they can provide visibility into
many thousands of internal signals and memories while prototype IC’s are limited to
the chips input/output pins plus some test and debugging pins. Hardware emulators for
very large designs (>1 Billion gates) are sometimes realized with super computers or
very large computing clusters because no FPGA based hardware emulator yet has the
capability to simulate such massive designs [48].

FPGA prototyping is in principle the same thing as hardware emulation, a way to test
the RTL design in real time, implemented in real hardware, with real input data, with
a few key differences. The design size that can be implemented to an FPGA is vastly
smaller than what is possible with hardware emulators and usually a large ASIC project
cannot fit completely on a single FPGA chip. Secondly the performance, clock rate,
of the prototyped ASIC module usually has to be scaled down significantly because a
FPGA has limited gate and routing resources. With similar pipeline structures it has
been estimated that FPGA’s can only achieve one third of the performance of an ASIC
[49]. On the other hand, FPGA’s are a lot more affordable than full-blown hardware
emulation systems and this makes them more attractive for smaller projects3. A tradi-
tional FPGA has limited debugging capability because it is after all an IC with limited
IO’s and internal visibility. Probing internal signals in real time is possible but quite
difficult as the integrated logic analyzers (ILA) need to be directly implemented into
the RTL, they consume FPGA resources and might degrade the design’s performance.
More advanced tools are being developed all the time to mitigate these limitations and
make prototyping and debugging on FPGA’s a more productive exercise [52].

38M gates Mentor Veloce hardware emulator starts at $21k/month when leased [50].
0,5M gates Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA evaluation kit costs $3495 a piece [51].
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Figure 36: Mentor Graphics Veloce hardware emulator sys-
tem and its major features.

3.4.4. HDL Analyzers and Linting Tools

Software based HDL code analyzers and linting programs were developed to catch
errors early from source HDL, even before simulation stage. Linting tools go through
the source code and flag questionable usage and constructs found from the source HDL.
HDL analyzers use statistical analysis to pinpoint structural, coding and consistency
problems from the designs hardware description. Some tools even do preliminary
electrical rule and timing integrity checking. Using HDL analyzers and linting tools
can help to detect synthesizability and simulation issues long before the design moves
into downstream verification and implementation. [53]

Some useful features of HDL analyzers and linting tools, that go beyond the capa-
bilities of HDL compilers, are code structure, advanced syntax, connectivity, clock and
reset and early synthesis compatibility checks. Some linting tools have even more ad-
vanced capabilities for mature and hand-off level RTL checks as shown in Figure 37.
These checks can include finite state machine (FSM) model, clock domain crossing
(CDC), interoperability and preliminary area and power checks. HDL analyzers and
linting should be used as design guidance because they offer only an overview of RTL
maturity and quality and do not disclose anything about the functionality of the design.
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Figure 37: RTL analyzing capabilities offered in different
design stages by popular HDL linting tools.

3.5. Hardware Verification Languages

Traditionally the verification of HDL programs have been done in the same language
the design was written. A testbench was designed for the unit under test (UUT) and
test stimulus was applied to the inputs of the UUT (HDL program) to check if the
module functions correctly and the output is what was expected. This method of veri-
fication however is both time consuming and unreliable since every test case has to be
hand-crafted and exhaustively testing a big design is quite a task. Several verification
methods were developed to tackle this issue and after a long period of vendor specific
verification methods the UVM was born. UVM is a standardized methodology now
supported by all of the major simulator vendors. The UVM class library brings a lot of
automation to the SystemVerilog language such as sequences, data automation features
and macros. With UVM it is possible to create reusable, automated and adaptable test
environments that accelerate the verification of complex hardware designs and make
it possible to achieve much better test coverage with reduced effort compared to the
traditional testbench-design approach. [9, 10]

3.5.1. SystemVerilog for Verification

SystemVerilog is a hardware design and verification language that is an extension to
Verilog HDL. The first IEEE standard, 1800-2005, of SystemVerilog was based on Su-
perlog design language and OpenVera verification language which were donated to the
SystemVerilog project by Accellera and Synopsys respectively. In 2009 SystemVerilog
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was merged with base Verilog creating the SV IEEE 1800-2009 standard. The current
standard of SystemVerilog is IEEE 1800-2012. [54]

Test benches and verifying in general are not bound to the limitations of physical
circuit design and because of this SV for verification has adopted many techniques
from traditional programming languages such as C/C++, where SV actually adapted
its syntax and Java. SV for example supports object-oriented programming (OOP)
techniques where objects are manipulated instead of data [9]. OOP is yet to make a
breakthrough in HDLs but in test environments it is convenient to consider the differ-
ent parts of the testbench as separate interconnected objects whose properties can be
described and altered to suit the current verification task at hand. In SV objects are
instances of classes which can inherit all or part of the properties of the class they are
inherited from. OOP is a very useful programming paradigm for test bench since the
code produced is very flexible, re-usable and transferable with little extra effort.

The verification environment used to verify the ODP module’s design is written
almost completely in SV-2005 and is based on UVM. UVM is explained in detail in
Section 3.6.4.

3.6. Hardware Verification Tools

The digital hardware verification tools used in this project are introduced and discussed
in the following sections. The basic idea of the verification tools is the same as in the
design phase, to automate mundane, difficult or repetitive tasks so that the verification
engineer can focus on the task of finding and fixing bugs from the design.

3.6.1. Synopsys VCS and DVE

Synopsys Verilog Compiler Simulator (VCS) is an advanced functional verification so-
lution. VCS provides high-performance simulation engines, constraint solver engines,
Native Testbench (NTB) support, broad SystemVerilog support, verification planning,
coverage analysis and closure, advanced assertion support and an integrated debug
environment. VCS, contrary to its name, offers full support for all popular design
and verification languages, including Verilog, VHDL, SystemVerilog, OpenVera, and
SystemC. Supported verification methodologies are Verification Methodology Manual
(VMM), Open Verification Methodology (OVM), and Universal Verification Method-
ology (UVM). VCS was used as the HDL simulator for the UVM based verification
environment used to verify the ODP module. [55]

Synopsys VCS includes a GUI called Discovery Visualization Environment (DVE).
DVE is an debug and visualization environment which is specifically built to work
with VCS. DVE offers easy access to design and verification data with a waveform and
schematic viewer, visual coverage analysis, assertion tracking tools and a hierarchical
design component browser. DVE also provides capabilities for SystemVerilog based
testbench (UVM, OVM, VMM) debugging and running in real-time. [55]
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Figure 38: DVE in simulation view. Wave window activated.

In ODP module’s functional verification flow VCS was scripted to compile, elabo-
rate, run a simulation and then open the results in DVE for analysis and debugging. In
Figure 38 above DVE is running after a finished simulation with hierarchical design
browser, signal browser and waveform windows open. Inspecting the simulation run
from the waveform is especially useful when trying to pinpoint a design or testbench
bug from the DUT, test bench or test environment.

Figure 39: DVE in coverage analysis mode. Design hierar-
chy view.

VCS is also capable of running analyses of multiple coverage targets simultaneously.
After the analysis is done the coverage databases can be opened in DVE coverage
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hierarchy viewer as seen above in Figure 39 to get a useful overall picture of the status
of the coverage metrics.

Figure 40: DVE in coverage analysis mode. Design compo-
nent detail view.

The coverage hierarchy browser seen above in Figure 40 provides functionality to
go through all of the coverage points in HDL level. The coverage exclusions can also
be managed straight from the GUI and saved to an exclusion file which can be used to
ignore some coverage targets in the next coverage analysis run.

3.6.2. Synopsys Spyglass

Spyglass is an advanced RTL linting and early design analyzing tool for digital logic
nowadays owned and developed4 by Synopsys. SpyGlass covers multiple aspects of
early design analysis as there are hundreds if not thousand of different test that can be
run just by providing the source RTL to the tool. Spyglass can do everything described
in Section 3.4.4 when additional modules are included. Spyglass has the capacity and
performance to analyze complex multimillion-gate IC designs. SpyGlass currently
supports Verilog, VHDL, SystemVerilog and mixed-language designs. [56]

4http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/synopsys-completes-acquisition-of-atrenta-
300122558.html
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Figure 41: Short summary of SpyGlass Lint features.

In addition to the linting features mentioned in Table 41 above SpyGlass also does
electrical rule checking and area and power estimations for the design if advanced
modules are taken into use and a target technology node is provided for the tool.

Figure 42: SpyGlass GUI in design analysis mode.

Spyglass is predominantly used through scripts for efficient rule checking and design
query but it does come with a graphical user interface as well. The GUI, seen in Figure
42, is useful for looking up different details of the design or the completed SpyGlass
run without having to resort to searching around in the folder tree trying to find that
one report which contains the information wanted.
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3.6.3. OneSpin 360 DV

OneSpin 360 DV-Inspect is used to perform in-depth automated statistical analysis,
eliminate errors prior to verification or synthesis and to perform rigorous formal veri-
fication tests to the RTL. OneSpin 360 supports analyzing designs in VHDL, Verilog,
and SystemVerilog or any combination of these.

OneSpin 360 automatically synthesizes assertions for numerous potential problems
like violations of synthesis pragmas, write-write races, array index violations, or reso-
lution for X-values. With the automatic assertions OneSpin 360 can report and prove
real problems in the design after running formal checks, unlike other tools that just
report potential problems. OneSpin 360 can also be used to check for HDL lan-
guage problems, signal assignments, unused or overflowing registers, toggle condi-
tions, branch reachability, dead code etc. [57]

Figure 43: OneSpin 360 DV GUI open with many different
HDL checks running.

OneSpin 360 DV can be used through its GUI, as presented in Figure 43, which
is pretty intuitive and easy to navigate by EDA tool standards. The configuration of
the tool is a simple matter of providing the designs HDL source files to the tool in a
tcl-file and then running the wanted tests by selecting them from the gui. OneSpin 360
DV also features a tcl shell for scripting support and seamless integration into existing
verification flows.

3.6.4. UVM

UVM is a Accellera standardized SystemVerilog verification methodology for verify-
ing integrated circuit designs. UVM is derived mainly from OVM, eRe-Use Method-
ology (eRM) and VMM. UVM is developed by Accellera, which is a standards orga-
nization in the EDA industry. The first version of UVM was approved and released by
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Accellera in 2011 and it is supported by all major simulator vendors: Aldec, Cadence,
Mentor, and Synopsys. [58]

UVM is a collection of configurable components, environments and classes. The
goal is to provide an automated, configurable and re-usable verification environment
which is tool and provider agnostic. UVM is built with SystemVerilog and makes
heavy use of the languages high-level features such as classes, new flexible data types,
assertions, coverage metrics and object-oriented programming techniques. [59]

Figure 44: UVM verification environment with three inter-
face verification components.

An UVM verification environment consists of re-usable verification components
which can be configured to the meet the needs of the verification environment as seen
above in Figure 44. A verification environment can be instantiated to build test benches
for any design sub-module, bus, interface or a full system. Each verification compo-
nent includes the capability to input stimulus, monitor and check outputs and collect
coverage information from the Design Under Test (DUT) through the component’s in-
terface. The verification components themselves reside in the verification component
environment which contains one or more components and the configuration properties
that can be used to customize the environment making it re-usable for other designs.
The verification environment also contains a multi-channel sequence mechanism called
the virtual sequencer. Virtual sequencer synchronizes the timing and data between the
different interfaces and provides control for the test environment. [10]
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Figure 45: Typical Verification Component Environment
built using UVM library classes.

Verification components such as sequencers, monitors, drivers and agents are built
using the blocks found from the UVM class library. The UVM classes from the UVM
Class Library provide the building blocks needed to quickly develop well-constructed
and reusable verification components and test environments in SystemVerilog as pre-
sented above in Figure 45. The classes contain verification specific features for easier
building of verification components. The UVM Class Library also provides utilities
for debugging with user-controlled messages that can be used, for example, to report
failures and statuses on any level of the testbench, even globally. [10]

Below are the main UVM verification components explained briefly:

• Data item: Any input to the DUT network packets, buses, transactions or proto-
col values and attributes.

• Driver: Emulates the logic driving the DUT. Accepts data input which it can
sample and feed to DUT.

• Sequencer: Stimulus generator that feeds the driver.

• Monitor: A passive entity that samples DUT signals. Monitors collect coverage
information and perform the checking of the data.
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• Agent: An agent encapsulates drivers, monitors and sequencers to simplify the
usage of verification components by providing an abstract container which can
perform a complex task without independently configuring every component.

• Environment: Top-level component of verification components and agents. Has
the configuration properties for customization and re-use of the whole compo-
nent topology without altering the internal components.
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4. SPECIFICATION

4.1. Functional Specification

The ODP module limits the peak instant power of the complex TX signals to a config-
urable threshold. If the input TX signal does not exceed the configured threshold, the
ODP module does not adjust the input signal and passes the original signal through un-
modified. If the instant power of the input TX signal exceeds the configurable threshold
the original vector is clipped to the configured threshold level by calculating a gain co-
efficient which is multiplied with the delayed original input signal. The gain coefficient
is calculated from the input signal directly. For better performance and area efficiency
the actual gain coefficient is calculated with reduced accuracy using linear approxi-
mation. The values used in the calculation of the linear approximation are stored in
look up tables which consist of pre-calculated slope and inverse square root values.
After the gain coefficient is calculated for the input signal the gain coefficient is then
shaped with a simple three-stage minimum filter. Then the gain coefficient is further
smoothed down with a moving average filter to minimize spectral regrowth. Finally,
after the shaping and smoothing, the gain coefficient is multiplied with the delayed, fil-
ter stage latency compensated TX signal which results in the smoothly power limited
output signal.

The ODP module is also required to count the samples exceeding the configured
threshold. When a sample of the input TX signal is calculated to have instant power
over the threshold level a signal is generated. This signal is input to the clip counter
and samples exceeding the threshold are counted. The clip counter is a configurable
counter that has two different operational modes; continuous and periodical. In contin-
uous mode the clip counter counts samples until it is either read and reset by the MCU
or the counter fills up. In periodical mode the clip counter updates the status register
periodically with the amount of clipped samples that were counted during the period.
The MCU can read the number of exceeding samples from clip counter and reset it
when it is done accessing the result register in either mode. The MCU is informed
with an interrupt if the number of exceeding samples has reached the configurable
maximum number. A saturation interrupt is also generated if the clip counter’s register
fills up completely in either continuous or periodical mode.

The ODP module can also work in double data rate (DDR) mode where gain co-
efficient shaping and smoothing filter blocks are cross-connected together to achieve
double data throughput by interleaving the input samples between data pipes. DDR-
mode also reduces the latency of the module by a few clock cycles because interleaving
the samples results in less delay blocks on the data path than in normal data rate mode.
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4.1.1. DPD System High Level Data Flow

The ODP module is a part of the DPD system’s output path. Output path is the final
module where the predistorted TX IQ-data signal is digitally post-processed for digital-
to-analog conversion and finally forwarded to the RF PA’s. The whole output path unit
consists of TX EQ filters, an ODP module, a DPD post scaling module, a TX0IF
module, a clipping module and IQ formatting components as illustrated in Figure 46
below. The output path consists of two identical data paths which have some cross
connectivity inside ODP, TX EQ filter and TX0IF modules because of the DDR-mode
requirements. Output path supports four or two independent TX-signals in normal
mode and in the DDR-mode it supports two independent TX-signals.

Figure 46: High level data flow diagram of the output path.

Both output data paths have dedicated register banks for storing the module configu-
rations but the AXI interconnect component which connects the configuration registers
to the AXI4-lite register interface is common for both data paths.

4.1.2. AXI4-Lite Register Interface

The configuration register communicates with the MCU through Advanced eXtensible
Interface 4 Lite (AXI4-Lite) interface. AXI is part of ARM AMBA, a family of micro
controller buses first introduced in 1996. The AMBA protocol is an open standard,
royalty free, on-chip interconnect specification for the connection and management of
functional blocks in a System-on-Chip (SoC). AMBA enables development of multi-
processor designs with large numbers of controllers and peripherals. With AMBA
design re-use is easier since it defines platform independent on-chip communications
standards for SoC modules connectivity. A high level view of the AXI system envi-
ronment with standard components is presented in Figure 47. [60]
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Figure 47: High-level hierarchial view of the AXI system
environment.

AXI4-Lite is used for simple, low-throughput memory-mapped communication such
as writing and reading control and status registers and register-style interfaces in com-
ponents. The configuration to ODP module’s register interface is sent to the AXI4-Lite
slave from an AXI4-Lite master interface which is controlled by the MCU and the soft-
ware. The output signals for clipping sample status are buffered in the register interface
and the MCU can access the values through the AXI4-Lite interface. The interrupts
use a different access system with the MCU masking, reading and clearing interrupt
events through the register interface. The AXI4-Lite register interface was generated
using Magillem [61] with custom scripts from a module specific register excel sheet.

4.1.3. Performance Requirement

The ODP module shall process 16 bit IQ-data at 491,52 Msps in normal mode and
983,04 Msps in DDR-mode. There was no strict latency specification due to the negli-
gible impact of the output paths latency compared to the the rest of the DPD system’s
design. The system clock for the whole output path and hence for the ODP module
was 491,52 MHz and the design had to achieve submodule timing closure for this clock
rate before integration.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation steps and details of ODP module’s RTL design are explained here
and the resulting timing performance is reviewed. Since the implementation flow,
language and tools have already been introduced in Chapter 3 the focus of this chapter
is in the practical side of the design work and in the results achieved.

5.1. ODP Top Level

ODP module’s top level data flow is quite straightforward. The top level of the ODP
module acts as the connectivity module for the data pipes. The ODP module is con-
figured by writing the configurations from the register interface to the internal blocks
of the ODP module. Data is input to the ODP module in signed composite IQ-format.
After entering the module the signal is split to I and Q parts and then it goes through
gain coefficient calculation, gain coefficient shaping and gain coefficient smoothing
blocks. The filtered gain coefficient is then multiplied with the original signals which
are delayed to match the filter delays. Finally the output signal is truncated, saturated
and rounded to match the IQ-format of the input data.

The "clip counter" is a somewhat separate sub-block inside the ODP module. The
clip counter keeps track of input samples which have a higher power level than the
current configured clipping threshold. The clip counter can be configured to send an
interrupt to the MCU if the ODP module is experiencing heavy clipping due to the high
input signal level. Interrupts and clip counter status vectors are also routed out from
the ODP module’s top level entity to the AXI4-lite register interface.

Figure 48: Top level data flow diagram of the overdrive pro-
tection module.
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The ODP module was implemented as a generic module architecture as presented in
Figure 48 which shows the ODP module’s top level architecture. Data pipes 0 and 1
were generated as on top level as separate instances of the same design and thus they
are almost identical. The top level contains only the generated instantiations of the
data pipes, port mapping, cross-connectivity between pipes for DDR-mode support
and output registers as required by the design specification. The pipes have some
asymmetry because of the interleaving signal routing required for DDR-mode.

5.2. Gain Coefficient Calculation

Figure 49 describes the gain coefficient calculation block which derives the actual
value of the gain coefficient from the input IQ –data samples. The gain coefficient
is calculated using pre-calculated ISQRT and slope values stored in LUTs because
ISQRT is a costly and complicated operation to calculate directly with logic circuitry
as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Input I and Q samples are divided, squared and added
together to calculate the instant power of the input data vector. This vector is then
compared to the clipping threshold’s vector power and if the IQ–vector’s power level
exceeds the configured clipping threshold the calculated gain coefficient is forwarded
to the filtering stages. If the input sample’s power is lower than the configured thresh-
old value, a default value is chosen as the output of the gain coefficient calculation
block. With default gain coefficient output value the original IQ-samples are effec-
tively multiplied by one in the pipe level and the ODP module applies no attenuation
or other modification to the input signal.

Figure 49: Gain coefficient calculation block diagram.

The gain coefficient calculation block also generates and outputs the "clip pulse out"
-signal when input signal power is over the threshold. This signal is used by the clip
counter as a enable trigger to count the amount of clipping samples either continuously
or periodically.

5.2.1. Clipping Counter

Figure 50 describes the clip counter sub-block of the ODP module. Clip counter is a
fairly independent part of the ODP module as it requires only one input signal from
the gain coefficient calculation block to function. The trigger signal to the clip counter,
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"clip pulse in" signal, rises every time gain the gain coefficient calculation block detects
a sample vector exceeding the configured clipping threshold. The clip counter then
increments the clip count on every clipping sample. Clip count is passed to either
continuous or periodic interrupt handler depending on the counter mode.

Figure 50: Clip counter block diagram.

Continuous interrupt handler updates clip count output continuously and triggers an
interrupt immediately if the clipping sample count exceeds the configurable thresh-
old value. Periodic mode interrupts are handled in the same way as continuous mode
interrupts. The difference in periodical mode is that if no interrupts have happened dur-
ing a accumulation period the output is updated periodically with the amount of clips
counted in that period. Periodic counter’s counting period is configured in samples.
Periodic counter only runs when counting is enabled and periodical counter mode is
selected. Signal "Counter reset" is used to clear interrupts and it also resets all internal
counters of the clip counter and allows the clip counter to start from zero.

5.3. Shaping Filter

Shaping filter is the next signal processing stage after gain coefficient calculation.
Shaping filter is a three-stage design where the succeeding stages are connected in
series. The shaping filter stages implement a modified three-pass minimum filter func-
tion. Figure 51 illustrates the connections of the concatenated filtering stages. The
output of each filter stage is registered for design timing reasons. The purpose of the
minimum filter chain is to gradually smooth the the incoming calculated gain coeffi-
cient to suppress the generation of spread images caused by hard clipping.
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Figure 51: Series connected shaping filter stages.

A minimum filter also known as zero percentile filter follows the bottom envelope
of the input signal. In essence a minimum filter removes fast, short pulses from the
signal [62]. The shaping filter chain modifies the minimum filter to react slowly to
changes in the input signal. The slow minimum filter also weights the input samples
adjacent to the actual sample by adding a part of the delayed sample back to itself. This
way the probability to choose adjacent samples as the minimum ones is reduced and
the filter tracks closer to the signals bottom envelope. The amount of delay and sample
weighting vary in the stages and this allows the filter to work on a longer time span and
be more effective in reducing signal degrading components from a wider spectrum.

Figure 52: Shape filter first stage block diagram and signal
flow.
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Figure 53: Shape filter second stage block diagram and sig-
nal flow.

Figure 54: Shape filter third stage block diagram and signal
flow.

All three Figures 52, 53 and 54 above show the shaping filter configured to normal
mode and thus the cross connection is disabled. Only the first stage of the shaping
filters has the cross connections and accompanying muxes for DDR-mode interleaving.
Stage one in pipes 0 and 1 also has slight differences in their signal routing muxes due
to the DDR-mode. The muxes are mirrored with a generate -statement in RTL to route
even and odd samples correctly in DDR-mode. The muxes are controlled with DDR-
mode enable bit. Stages two and three in pipes 0 and 1 are identical. After passing
through all three filter stages the shaped gain coefficient is output from the shaping
filter. The shift right (SR) block shifts the bits in the array by n -amount to right and
effectively this means dividing the decimal value by 2n.

5.4. Smoothing Filter

Smoothing filter is the third and last gain coefficient filter stage after shaping filter.
The smoothing filter is a two-stage design where the succeeding stages are connected
in series. The smoothing filter stages implement a modified two-pass moving average
minimum filter function. Figure 55 illustrates the connections of the filtering stages.
The output of each filter stage is registered for design timing purposes. The purpose of
the smoothing filter is to further smooth out and filter the gain coefficient to minimize
the generation distortion from the clipping.
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Figure 55: Series connected smoothing filter stages and sig-
nal flow.

The smoothing is done by limiting the power of the input vectors adjacent to clipped
input vector. The filter resembles a two-pass moving average filter [63] with the dif-
ference that the averages calculated are compared to the input vector and the minimum
value is passed forward. This makes the filter to behave like a moving average filter
which follows the bottom envelope of the signal and which ramps up slower than a
pure moving average filter.

Figure 56: Smooth filter first and second stage block dia-
gram.

Figure 56 describes the implementation of the moving average smoothing filter first
and second stages. The stages are identical and thus represented with the same figure.
Pipes 0 and 1 again differ in implementation slightly because of the DDR-mode muxes.
The DDR-mode muxes used to route odd and even samples between the pipes are
switched around in pipe 1 with a generate clause.
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5.5. Pipe and Component Generation

The ODP module’s pipes are generic components which include the coefficient calcu-
lation, smoothing and shaping filter blocks. The pipes are generated on top level and
a generic parameter is used to control the even or odd sample routing for DDR-mode
muxes. Physically the generic mux design enforces the synthesizer to generate extra
muxes and routing for DDR-mode. The signals in and out from the pipes are forwarded
into arrays at top level and then routed accordingly either to the top level entity or to
the DDR-mode cross-connection matrix. The VHDL code Listing 5.1 below shows a
part of the generate statement used to create the pipes.

1 ODP_PIPE : for pipe in 0 to 1 generate
2 PIPE_N : DPD_ODP_PIPE
3 generic map(
4 -- Change mux to route even/odd samples.
5 DDR_ODD => pipe -- 0 = even, 1 = odd.
6 )
7 port map(
8 CLK => CLK,
9 RST_N => RST_N,

10 I_IN => I_IN_ARR(pipe),
11 Q_IN => Q_IN_ARR(pipe),
12 ...
13 I_OUT => I_OUT_ARR(pipe),
14 Q_OUT => Q_OUT_ARR(pipe),
15 -- Double Data Rate select signal.
16 DDR_SEL => DDR_SEL,
17 -- DDR signals for shape filter.
18 SHAPE_D1_F1P_IN => SHAPE_D1_F1_IN_ARR(pipe),
19 SHAPE_D2_F1P_IN => SHAPE_D2_F1_IN_ARR(pipe),
20 SHAPE_D1_F1P_OUT => SHAPE_D1_F1_OUT_ARR(pipe),
21 SHAPE_D2_F1P_OUT => SHAPE_D2_F1_OUT_ARR(pipe),
22 -- DDR signals for smooth filter.
23 SMOOTH_D0_F1P_IN => SMOOTH_D0_F1_IN_ARR(pipe),
24 SMOOTH_D1_F1P_IN => SMOOTH_D1_F1_IN_ARR(pipe),
25 SMOOTH_D0_F1P_OUT => SMOOTH_D0_F1_OUT_ARR(pipe),
26 SMOOTH_D1_F1P_OUT => SMOOTH_D1_F1_OUT_ARR(pipe),
27 SMOOTH_D0_F2P_IN => SMOOTH_D0_F2_IN_ARR(pipe),
28 SMOOTH_D1_F2P_IN => SMOOTH_D1_F2_IN_ARR(pipe),
29 SMOOTH_D0_F2P_OUT => SMOOTH_D0_F2_OUT_ARR(pipe),
30 SMOOTH_D1_F2P_OUT => SMOOTH_D1_F2_OUT_ARR(pipe)
31 );
32 end generate ODP_PIPE;

Listing 5.1: Pipe generation in VHDL.

5.5.1. Double Data Rate Mode Cross Connection

The DDR-signals are routed out from shaping and smoothing filters and cross-connected
on top-level. The cross-connection is only used when DDR-mode is enabled and dur-
ing other times the signals are reset to zero. The following VHDL code snippet in
Listing 5.2 describes the cross-connection in detail.
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1 DDR_CROSS_PROC : process(DDR_SEL,
2 SHAPE_D1_F1_OUT_ARR(0), SHAPE_D2_F1_OUT_ARR(0),
3 ...
4 SMOOTH_D0_F2_OUT_ARR(1), SMOOTH_D1_F2_OUT_ARR(1))
5
6 begin
7
8 if (DDR_SEL = ’0’) then -- DDR signals reset.
9 SHAPE_D1_F1_IN_ARR <= (others=>(others=>’0’));

10 ...
11 SMOOTH_D1_F2_IN_ARR <= (others=>(others=>’0’));
12 else -- Cross connection for DDR-mode.
13 -- Pipe 1 K-time sample to pipe 0 K-1-time sample in.
14 SHAPE_D1_F1_IN_ARR(0) <= SHAPE_D2_F1_OUT_ARR(1);
15 -- Pipe 1 K-1-time sample to pipe 0 K-time sample in.
16 SHAPE_D2_F1_IN_ARR(0) <= SHAPE_D1_F1_OUT_ARR(1);
17 SHAPE_D1_F1_IN_ARR(1) <= SHAPE_D2_F1_OUT_ARR(0);
18 SHAPE_D2_F1_IN_ARR(1) <= SHAPE_D1_F1_OUT_ARR(0);
19 ...
20 SMOOTH_D1_F2_IN_ARR(0) <= SMOOTH_D0_F2_OUT_ARR(1);
21 ...
22 SMOOTH_D1_F2_IN_ARR(1) <= SMOOTH_D0_F2_OUT_ARR(0);
23 end if;
24
25 end process;

Listing 5.2: DDR-mode cross-connection

Physically the DDR-mode cross-connection is located between the first stage of the
shaping filter and both stages of the smoothing filter. This method of interconnecting
the filters requires only minimal extra hardware resources and the mode can be easily
switched just by toggling a bit in the configuration registers. The signal flow through
the filters is different in DDR-mode compared to normal mode because odd and even
(real-time and delayed) samples are interleaved between the parallel pipes to achieve
two times faster data rate for one TX-signal. The DDR-mode signal flows for shaping
filter and smoothing filter stages are presented in Appendix 1, 2, 3 and 4 as they are
very similar to the normal mode figures already presented.
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5.6. Design Timing

After the first functionally correct RTL version of the ODP module was done the design
was trial synthesized off-site. The synthesis log sent back and inspected for critical
paths that did not meet the timing specifications. The longest path had a slack of -5.00
ns as shown in Listing 5.3 below which is taken from the synthesis run result log. This
means that data arrives almost two and a half clock cycles late to the endpoint register.
The critical path started from TX-EQ output register and continued all the way to the
shift register before pipe 0 IQ-output final rounding and saturation.

S t a r t p o i n t : . . / i _ o u t p u t _ p a t h / i _ e q _ f i r / f i r 0 _ o _ r e g _ q _ 1 2
( r i s i n g edge− t r i g g e r e d f l i p −f l o p c l o c k e d by c l k )

E n d p o in t : . . / i_dpd_odp / ODP_PIPE_0_PIPE_N . .
. . / SHIFTER_Q / SHIFT_TEMP_INT_reg_18

( r i s i n g edge− t r i g g e r e d f l i p −f l o p c l o c k e d by c l k )

Pa th Group : c l k
Pa th Type : max

Des / C l u s t / P o r t Wire Load Model L i b r a r y
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
d p d t x 0 0 1 _ t o p l s i 2 8 _ r c _ w l m _ 1 . 0 l s i 2 8 _ r c _ w l m

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
d a t a r e q u i r e d t ime 1 . 3 4
d a t a a r r i v a l t ime −6.34
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s l a c k (VIOLATED) −5.00

Listing 5.3: Non-pipelined ODP’s first synthesis result.

The critical paths were analyzed and pipelined with intermediate registers to split
the long combinational logic paths into shorter paths. The synthesis runs were done
only for the ODP module because it was much faster than iterating the synthesis for
the whole output path. After a few synthesis iterations the ODP module met the timing
specifications with some minor input slack violations at the ODP module’s IQ-input
ports. After pipelining the design had 19 register stages in normal mode and 16 in
DDR-mode. This means the design has a latency of 19 or 16 clock cycles depending
on the mode used.
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S t a r t p o i n t : ODP_PIPE_1_PIPE_N / . . / DELAYED_DATA_OUT_reg_7
( r i s i n g edge− t r i g g e r e d f l i p −f l o p c l o c k e d by c l k )
E n d p o in t : ODP_PIPE_1_PIPE_N / . . / SQR_SUB_INT_reg_10
( r i s i n g edge− t r i g g e r e d f l i p −f l o p c l o c k e d by c l k )

Pa th Group : c l k
Pa th Type : max

Des / C l u s t / P o r t Wire Load Model L i b r a r y
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
DPD_ODP_TOP l s i 2 8 _ r c _ w l m _ 1 . 0 l s i 2 8 _ r c _ w l m

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
d a t a r e q u i r e d t ime 1 . 3 4
d a t a a r r i v a l t ime −1.34
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
s l a c k (VIOLATED) 0 . 0 0

Listing 5.4: ODP synthesis result after pipelining.

The final results in Listing 5.4 still reports some input slack violations because the
ODP module was trial synthesized separately from the rest of the design and it does not
have input registers as instructed in the Nokia module RTL design guide. This causes a
small violation to the IQ-input of the ODP module due to too many unregistered logic
levels from the input’s subsequent rounding, saturation, and multiplication operations
seen in Figure 49. TX-EQ, the module before the ODP module (see Figure 46), has
output registers and thus the violations were corrected in the final output path level
synthesis and the ODP module met the timing constraints with a reasonable amount of
positive slack.

5.7. FPGA Implementation

After the successful RTL hand-off of the ASIC version of the ODP module the algo-
rithm was evaluated again and it was found to be suitable for a 5G proof-of-concept
(PoC) FPGA DFE.

Since a FPGA has a fixed amount of resources the ODP module was scaled back
a bit, mainly the cross-connection which enables the DDR-mode was removed. The
algorithm was also slightly tweaked to make it compatible with the larger bandwidth
the 5G DFE used. The FPGA implementation did not follow any Nokia process since
PoC projects do not have one.

5.7.1. The Challenges in Adopting RTL From ASIC to FPGA

The main challenge in adopting RTL written for ASIC to an FPGA is the amount
of logic levels the technologies can implement before violating timing slack for the
required clock frequency. The main reason for this quite major difference are the fixed
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resources on an FPGA versus the transistor level flexibility of an ASIC in placement
and routing. The FPGA has a only that much routing resources available and a limited
amount of memory blocks, LUTs, FFs, IOs, DSP elements etc. Furthermore FPGA
resources have multiple modes of operation eg. LUTs and FFs have both registered
and unregistered outputs. If only one output method is used the other one is a waste
of space when in an ASIC this would not happen because the physical synthesis only
places and routes the resources needed to fulfil the logical function described. This all
leads to the well-established fact that implementing an ASIC design on an FPGA is
going to result in a much larger design with slower clock frequency and vastly higher
power consumption.

In summary, a comparable FPGA design achieves about 2 to 5 times slower clock
frequencies while consuming 5 to 14 times more energy than the ASIC counterpart
[64, 49]. The area difference is even larger, FPGA designs take more than 100 times
more area than the ASIC one [49]. The higher the utilization of the FPGA chip is the
larger the speed and power differences grow in favour of the ASIC technology [64].
Making efficient, tightly packed and fast FPGA designs requires the flexible usage of
all of the chips available hard IP blocks such as multipliers, adders, dividers, DPS’s,
block memory, CPU’s, interfaces and more [49].

5.7.2. FPGA Advantages

The major advantages of FPGA’s are, reprogrammability, lower initial costs and faster
and simpler design cycle. The general design flow for digital logic has been shown
in Figure 29 in this thesis. The most important difference between ASIC and FPGA
design flows is the almost immediate prototyping capability in the FPGA approach.
For an ASIC it takes considerable time and effort to verify that design functions as
specified in simulations before the computing intensive physical implementation steps
for the verified RTL can be started. Even worse, after the physical design is finalized
the manufacturing usually takes many months and no prototyping with the actual IC is
possible before beyond the usage extremely expensive hardware emulators.

For an FPGA the prototyping flow is much simpler as the vendor provided tools do
all RTL synthesis, placement and routing steps almost automatically and the resulting
bit-stream file can be programmed to the FPGA chip on-site. This way the testing
with the actual physical implementation of the design can be started simultaneously
with formal and functional verification speeding up the process considerably. ASIC
re-spins are frighteningly expensive if bugs are found from the first IC versions. For
an FPGA this is again a non-issue since a new revision of the design can be easily
programmed into the chip in a matter of minutes.

5.7.3. FPGA Implementation

Transferring the ASIC optimized RTL to the FPGA and running synthesis and im-
plementation yielded quite the expected results. The unoptimized RTL was not even
close to meeting timings at the specified 461 MHz. Instead, by calculating the maxi-
mum clock frequency from the tool reported total setup delay the ASIC optimized RTL
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only managed a clock frequency of 176,7 MHz. A summary of the timing and resource
utilization figures for worst negative slack (WNS), total negative slack (TNS), pipeline
latency in clock cycles (CC), LUTs, LUT random access memories (LUTRAM), flip-
flops (FF), block RAMs (BRAM) and DPSs are presented in Table 1 for the ASIC and
FPGA optimized RTL designs. From the table it can be seen that the FPGA optimized
version has much smaller resource utilization, achieves timing and it better maps to the
FPGA’s resources. Otherwise comparing the resource utilization numbers is a bit ap-
ples to oranges because the FPGA version was area optimized and some functionality
was removed completely. The complete FPGA IDE tool timing and resource utiliza-
tion figures can be seen in Appendix 5, 6, 7 and 8 for both unoptimized ASIC RTL and
FPGA optimized RTL.

Timing ASIC optimized FPGA optimized
WNS -3.505 ns 0.258 ns
TNS -804.818 ns 0 ns
Latency 16 CC 62 CC
Utilization ASIC optimized FPGA optimized
LUT 2345 613
LUTRAM 92 108
FF 1222 1491
BRAM - 1
DSP 8 9

Table 1: Timing and resource utilization summary for ASIC
and FPGA optimized RTL designs on an FPGA platform.

The ODP module’s FPGA implementation from the ASIC RTL was a pretty straight-
forward exercise. The majority of the time went into optimizing the pipelining to
achieve the required 461 MHz clock frequency for the design. The pipelining hit a
brick wall when the chip gradually filled up from other components and routing be-
came harder. Synthesis and implementation optimizations had to be carefully adjusted
and hard coded IP multipliers had to be used in a couple of the widest multipliers to
achieve timing closure. The final pipeline latency for the FPGA optimized RTL was
62 CCs whereas the original ASIC optimized pipeline in normal mode had a latency
of only 16 CCs as previously described in Section 5.6.

In the end the maximum amount of logic levels possible at 461 MHz for the ODP
module with IP multipliers and tool optimizations was 3 to 4 at the most critical paths
with high fan-outs (10-12). In comparison the ASIC technology could handle up to 10-
13 logic levels with much higher fan-outs (18-26) at 491 MHz with minimal pipeline
optimizations. These results and the preliminary synthesis results with the pure ASIC
RTL resonate well with the literature findings which stated that FPGA tends to achieve
some three to five times lower clock speeds than the corresponding design on ASIC.

The FPGA optimizations of the ODP module took approximately two weeks un-
til the first version met timing. When the FPGA’s resource utilization rose to about
80% it became much harder to meet timings and another four weeks were spent on
optimizing the design and synthesis and implementations settings. One FPGA imple-
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mentation and synthesis run took about 8 hours for the whole FPGA DFE design so
there was only time for one RTL iteration per working day which slowed down the
timing optimizations considerably.

5.7.4. FPGA Implementation Summary

The lesson learned from this exercise was to always read the target FPGA platforms
vendors design guides before doing anything. Writing HDL to FPGA’s is totally dif-
ferent in some ways than writing HDL to an ASIC. The guides include important
information on achieving high clock speeds with proper reset methodology and ways
to describe arithmetic so that the FPGA tool understands to implement then inside the
chips DSP resources. Just these two pieces of information alone contributed greatly to
the successful FPGA implementation of the ODP module. Sometimes it is more than
worth your while to read the manual.
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6. VERIFICATION

The verification techniques used to verify the ODP module RTL are explained here and
the results of verification presented. Since the verification flow, methods and tools have
already been introduced in the Chapter 3 the focus of this chapter is in the practical side
of the verification work and in the results achieved.

The design described in this thesis went through multiple levels of verification. Lint-
ing tools and HDL analyzers were used in RTL design phase to catch syntax, logical
and structural errors early from the code. Simulators were used to empirically check
that the RTL does what it was designed to do. Assertions were written for core parts
of the design, mostly for control logic and some arithmetic operations. Simulators
were also configured to perform line, branch, condition, toggle and assertion cover-
age analysis to the design. Coverage statistics were used to make sure the simulation
inputs triggered all corner-cases correctly and all assertions triggered without errors.
Finally an UVM based bit-exact simulation test bench was used to verify the specified
test cases. The design was integrated into the the test environment and input with test
case specific input stimulus. The same input stimulus was used with the mathematical
model to generate the reference output data. The generated reference data was com-
pared with the data the RTL output during simulation in the UVM test environment.

6.1. VHDL Testbench Simulation with QuestaSim

QuestaSim 10.3b was used as the simulation platform during the ODP module’s RTL
development. Every submodule was simulated with a custom VHDL testbench with
tailor-made inputs before integrating and connecting it to the design. After all the
submodules were successfully designed and tested to work independently a VHDL
testbench for the whole ODP module was conceived. This top-level test bench’s main
intention was to check for connectivity issues between submodules and if the data flow
from input to output produced expected results.
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Figure 57: ODP module top-level input-to-output connec-
tivity simulation with intermediate signals from filter blocks
outputs.

A lot of debugging of the design was done at this stage because it was much easier
to follow the internal computations of the ODP module’s pipes with the sparse, con-
trolled samples. The signals shown in the waveform Figure 57 were input to the pipe
in minimum 50 ns intervals because in that time the computation had settled before the
next sample was input. The latency of a ODP module’s pipe depends on the configu-
ration but in this case, normal data-rate mode, the latency was 18 clock cycles which
accounts to about 36,6 ns at a clock frequency of 491,52 MHz. From the Figure 57 we
can also see the effect of the adjacent filtering stages to the calculated gain coefficient.
The shaping and smoothing filters gradually smooth down the fast corners but do not
limit the maximum level of the input signal if it peaks for a long enough duration.

After the ODP modules’s arithmetic functions were confirmed to match the results
acquired from MatLab with the same input samples, the testbech was reconfigured to
send in random data samples at full data-rate to test the behaviour of the design with a
more realistic input. The random samples were configured to use the full range of the
IQ-inputs to check for possible saturation and signal wrapping errors.
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Figure 58: ODP module top-level input-output connectivity
simulation with intermediate results from filter blocks out-
puts.

The effect of shaping and smoothing filter blocks is even more evident when driving
the ODP module with a more realistic input signal. Figure 58 clearly demonstrates
how the sudden spikes from the raw gain coefficient are filtered out and the overall
response to the input power level is smoother and slower. The filters also follow the
bottom envelope of the gain coefficient and thus do not limit the output power more
than is needed. In essence the filter blocks reduce the gain coefficient’s CF together
with adjacent channel power limiting. As a result the output signal has been smoothly
clipped to the configured clipping threshold without limiting the original signal too
drastically or adding too much distortion.

The clip counter’s purpose is to count all clipping samples ie. the samples whose
instant vector power exceeds the configured threshold and report the results to the sys-
tems MCU. The clip counter has only one input signal from the ODP module’s pipe.
The gain coefficient calculation block does the threshold comparison so naturally this
same comparison can be used as the trigger signal for the clip counter to count clipping
samples. Since the functionality of the clip counters continuous mode is quite obvi-
ous, to continuously count clipping samples, it won’t be featured in the simulations.
The periodical mode also has many more real-life use cases and therefore the follow-
ing simulation waveform figures are from the clip counter submodule configured to
periodical mode.
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Figure 59: ODP module’s clip counter simulation in period-
ical mode.

In Figure 59 the input signal is clipping quite heavily but the counting period of
the clip counter is also quite short. Because of this the clip counter operates without
generating an interrupt during the counting period. At the end of each period the
module outputs the number of clipped samples accumulated during that period, then
resets both internal clipping and period counter registers and starts a new period.

Figure 60: ODP module’s clip counter simulation in period-
ical mode with an triggered interrupt event.

The period was prolonged in the next simulation and this resulted in the clip
counter generating an interrupt because the counter threshold was reached before
the end of the period. This event can be seen in Figure 60 above from signal
"COUNTER_IRQ_OUT" rising immediately after the configured threshold of 128
clipping samples has been reached. The interrupt event causes the clip counter dump
out the clipping value continuously as required in the specifications. The interrupt
was cleared afterwards with the counter reset and that also clears all internal counters
and registers. After the reset the counter resumes normal operation if not configured
otherwise.

6.2. Spyglass HDL Analyzer

Atrenta SpyGlass was used during the HDL writing phase to verify that the HDL writ-
ten conforms to the syntax, structural, hierarchical and electrical rules and constraints
predetermined in the Nokia custom SpyGlass quality goals. Each HDL release mile-
stone had a corresponding SpyGlass run with strict conditions the HDL had to pass
before a milestone release of the HDL could be done. The HDL milestone quality
goals were synchronized with the actual project milestones for HDL quality control
reasons. The goals in the first SpyGlass milestones had only basic HDL linting fea-
tures enabled for rapid write HDL and check with SpyGlass -cycles. The SpyGlass rule
sets got incrementally more comprehensive as the RTL matured and each new rule set
contained everything that was included in the previous rule sets. In the final phase
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the rule sets include checks from advanced modules such as timing constraints, power
estimation, advanced clock domain crossing, design for testability, gate count and area
estimations. The advanced checks take into account the target transistor technology
by using custom technology libraries for more reliable and accurate physical design
estimations.

Figure 61: Spyglass hand-off RTL ruleset run results in dash-
board.

The Figure 61 shows the SpyGlass dashboard with all hand-off RTL milestone
checks passing without errors. There are still some timing related warnings left from
too many logic levels because the flow was not properly optimized for the very fast
ASIC technology the project used.

6.3. OneSpin 360 DV HDL Analyzer

OneSpin was used as a supplementary HDL formal analyzing tool in addition to Spy-
Glass. OneSpin’s automatic checks sometimes found out design bugs which SpyGlass
missed and offered alternate explanations for some hard to debug problems. OneSpin
was used in fully automatic mode through the graphical user interface and the only
setup needed was to define the HDL source files for the tool, compile them and let the
tool run the analysis.

Since SpyGlass was the projects the primary HDL analyzer with a comprehensive ar-
ray of tailored tests, OneSpin’s usage was quite limited. Nevertheless, OneSpin proved
to be a remarkably, by EDA industry standards, easy to use and uncluttered tool which
deserves a more thorough look in future projects.
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Figure 62: OneSpin 360 DV GUI with HDL lint results ex-
plorer window open.

In Figure 62 is the OneSpin 360 DV GUI with lint explorer window open. In this
particular figure OneSpin had detected that some registers in the design are written
but never read and marks those bits with warnings. These registers are in the design
intentionally and no changes were made to the design. Another valuable tool in One-
Spin’s arsenal is the dead code explorer. SpyGlass has this functionality as well and
unsurprisingly the only unused pieces of code were found inside the common packages
containing the projects frequently used functions, procedures and data-types.

6.4. Functional Verification with VCS and DVE

The vast majority of the designs functional verification was done with Synopsys VCS
simulator and DVE GUI. The simulation environment was a UVM based testbench
which comprises of Nokia proprietary verification IP’s (VIP), such as custom AXI4
interface components, CPRI and JESD interfaces and standard UVM components like
monitors, drivers, sequencers and agents.

The UVM environment was provided ready for module verification and only mi-
nor modifications to the environment itself needed to be made. The main task was to
specify and write the actual test cases which would cover all the major features and
functionality of the ODP module. The specification work was mostly done at the ver-
ification planning phase in which all the planned tests were outlined and goals set for
module coverage and verification schedule. The test cases were written in SystemVer-
ilog for each planned test case and implemented into the UVM test bench .

For each test case the reference data was generated in MatLab using the fixed point
algorithm model of the module. The reference data was then input into the UVM
test bench’s scoreboard where the reference data is compared with the data that is
generated by the DUT RTL during test case simulation. An overview of the verification
environment and DUT test bench is presented in Figure 63. The figure also illustrates
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how the MatLab generated reference files are related to the rest of the verification
system.

Figure 63: UVM environment and DUT test bench with the
connections between MatLab reference model and the ODP
module.

VCS and the UVM test bench produce a lot of data from a simulation run. There are
multiple different log files, signal waveforms and data dumps. Successful debugging
of a failed test case usually incorporates the utilization of all the generated simulation
data. Usually it was worthwhile to monitor the beginning of a simulation run for
timing issues between reference and RTL simulation generated data because the ODP
module had no "data valid" markers to which would indicate the beginning of the actual
reference input data. If the data was aligned correctly the next step was to see if the
RTL model data matched the reference.

Generally it was of no use to just let the simulation to run until the end of the test
as it probably generated more than enough data for debugging in a very short amount
of time if the error was systematic. After terminating the failed test run the reason for
what was causing the difference between the model and RTL was examined. The DVE
wave window has essentially the same functionality as the QuestaSim wave window
used in the design phase of the module. Reference and simulation data could be lined
up in the wave window to see exactly what was the logical state of the design at the
moment when it produced the erroneous output. The simulation output files provided
a more coarser view to predefined data dumping points inside the design where the
reference data could be lined up with the RTL generated simulation data. These dump
points are defined in the UVM environment and in the reference model and can be
modified, added or removed if needed.
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# sampleRa te =491520000 .00 , Qformat =[1 0 1 5 ] ,
# Radix =10 , Complex =1 , F l o a t i n g P o i n t =0
# C r e a t e d on 05−Aug−2014 1 0 : 3 5 : 5 5

# I #Q #CA #CT
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

81 4 0 0
44 687 0 0
−12 1451 0 0
−91 2284 0 0
−195 3174 0 0
−940 6953 0 0
−1224 7862 0 0
−1552 8721 0 0
−1926 9512 0 0
−3900 11698 0 0
−9028 10476 0 0
−9878 9817 0 0
−10740 9073 0 0
−13332 6509 0 0
−14175 5604 0 0

Listing 6.1: Sample test input data generated with MatLab.

Listing 6.1 shows how the test data looks like when input to or output from the
testbench. The same format is used for both reference model and simulation model
generated data. The format describes the sample rate, Q-format (sign.integer.fraction)
bits, the radix/base of the data, complex or real number format and if the values are
floating point numbers or not. The data itself is separated to I and Q samples and carrier
align (CA) and carrier trigger (CT) markers which are unused in the ODP module
because the output path did not use them. Each line in the file after the header represent
one I and Q data sample pair. The model and RTL generated output data would be
identical if the test case passed without errors. If there were errors at the module’s
output those could be seen as differences in the reference and simulation output data
files. The UVM scoreboard comparator makes the comparison automatically during
the simulation run.
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Figure 64: Synopsys VCS simulator after running an ODP
module test case in DVE GUI with an opened waveform win-
dow.

Figure 64 shows the main debugging tool of DVE, the wave window. In the wave
window reference data and RTL generated data can be put side-by-side and compared
in detail to track down possible errors in the design. After pinpointing the source for
the error modifications were made either to the source HDL or the reference algorithm
and the simulation was run again. If any changes were done to the algorithms this
of course necessitated the generation of new reference data. This phase was repeated
until the reference model versus RTL simulation matched cycle accurately, bit-to-bit.

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗∗ SIMULATION PASSED ∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
∗∗∗ S i m u l a t i o n l o g f i l e : / p r o j e c t s / . . . / t c _ 4 t x _ n r m l _ o d p / sim . l o g

−−− UVM Re por t c a t c h e r Summary −−−

Number o f demoted UVM_FATAL r e p o r t s : 0
Number o f demoted UVM_ERROR r e p o r t s : 0
Number o f demoted UVM_WARNING r e p o r t s : 0
Number o f c a u g h t UVM_FATAL r e p o r t s : 0
Number o f c a u g h t UVM_ERROR r e p o r t s : 0
Number o f c a u g h t UVM_WARNING r e p o r t s : 0

−−− UVM Re por t Summary −−−

Qui t c o u n t : 0 o f 100
∗∗ Re po r t c o u n t s by s e v e r i t y
UVM_INFO : 265
UVM_WARNING : 14
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UVM_ERROR : 0
UVM_FATAL : 0
∗∗ Re po r t c o u n t s by i d
[ AXI VIP TRACE] 228
[ AXI l i t e VIP ] 1
[ INFO ] 14
[ IRQ HANDLER] 10
[MAXQUITSET] 1
[RNTST] 1
[ RegModel ] 2
[ TEST ] 2
[TIMOUTSET] 1
[VEP INFO [CCF ] ] 5
[VEP WARNING [CCF ] ] 12
[ s b _ i n s t [ 6 ] ] 1
[ s b _ i n s t [ 7 ] ] 1
. . .
\ $ f i n i s h a t s i m u l a t i o n t ime 1003433220

Listing 6.2: VCS simulation log file after a successful ODP test case run

After a simulation run, successful or not, VCS outputs a "sim.log" file which
presents details of the completed run such as the one in Listing 6.2 above.

After all of the defined test cases in the test plan passed without errors the functional
verification of the ODP module was considered to be completed and attention was
turned into filling coverage gaps and stressing the design with random data and corner
case simulations.

6.4.1. SystemVerilog Assertions

SystemVerilog assertions were used as simple formal proofing tools to verify the cor-
rect functionality of control logic and state machines. Some simple tests were also
written to check that the AXI4-lite register interface worked as expected. The regis-
ter interface writes the configuration and exports the data from the modules internal
registers to the top level configuration and data registers where the MCU and software
have access to the them. This connectivity from module to top level registers had to be
also verified by reading the ODP module’s output data out from the correct registers
through the interfaces.

An assertion is simply a test which checks if the logic functions as expected when
a certain combination of preceding conditions are true [65]. These antecedents are
constantly monitored for change and if the assertion triggers it then verifies if the im-
mediate or concurrent state of the logic matches the expected behaviour. An example
SV assertion which checks if the clip counter’s "counter full" interrupt is set when the
counter fills up and verifies that the clipping count is correct is listed below in List-
ing 6.3. The assertion presented is concurrent which means it describes behavior over
time. Usually concurrent assertions are evaluated in the same way as the RTL they are
asserting, in this case on the rising edge of system clock.
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1 property full_irq_check(logic [24:0] clip_count_val, logic [24:0]
clip_count_out, logic ctr_en, logic irq_s, logic rst_n);

2 disable iff(!rst_n || !ctr_en) // Disable sequence if rst_n =
’1’ or clip counter disabled.

3 clip_count_val >= counter_full && !irq_s |=> irq_s &&
clip_count_out == counter_full;

4 // Check if "counter full" triggers an counter interrupt 1 CC
later and the output value is correct.

5 endproperty // Works with forced initial value in simulator.
6
7 odp0_full_irq: assert property (full_irq_check(

odp_clip_count_int_0, odp_clip_count_out_0, odp_counter_en_0,
odp_counter_irq_0, rst_n)) else

8 ‘uvm_error("Interrupt error - ODP clip counter 0", "No interrupt
detected when counter full!")

9
10 odp1_full_irq: assert property (full_irq_check(

odp_clip_count_int_1, odp_clip_count_out_1, odp_counter_en_1,
odp_counter_irq_1, rst_n)) else

11 ‘uvm_error("Interrupt error - ODP clip counter 1", "No interrupt
detected when counter full!")

Listing 6.3: Sample SV assertion for ODP modules’s clip counter.

After the simulation run had completed the status of the assertions could be viewed
from the assertions pane in VCS GUI. Figure 65 shows that the assertions described
above have been triggered multiple times during the simulation run and then passed
without errors. This means that the the assertion has proved that the RTL logic func-
tions as described in the property declaration with all the stimuli the tests have pro-
vided.

Figure 65: Assertions pane in VCS after a successful simu-
lation run.

Without assertions the proving of the correct operation of such control structures
could be very challenging. With assertions the logic can be exactly tested for errors
and also if the assertion fails the source of the error can be pinpointed quickly without
wasting many precious debugging hours into browsing through waveforms and simu-
lation logs.

6.5. Coverage

The last thing in achieving verification closure after the functionality had been verified
was to achieve complete logical coverage of the design. The target was set to 100%
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for all monitored coverage criteria. Usually exclusions for some parts of the design are
needed for reaching complete coverage because the design might have some parts in it
which are almost impossible to reach even with custom built corner case test cases.

6.5.1. Code Coverage

Code coverage was evaluated using the built-in features of VCS. VCS is capable of
automatically evaluating line, toggle, FSM, condition and branch coverage. All of the
aforementioned coverage criteria were analyzed and special test cases were built to
thoroughly stress all parts of the designs RTL.

Even with purpose built test cases to cover all possible points of the design some ex-
clusions had to be included as well. A coverage exclusion removes a specific coverage
point from the evaluation because it might be that it is very hard or even impossible to
cover it during testing. All exclusions had to be carefully considered before including
them to not to generate any false positives and potentially hide errors of the design.

Figure 66: ODP module at 100% coverage with exclusions
viewed in URG.

Figure 66 presents the unified report generator (URG) view for coverage analysis.
At this point 100% coverage had been achieved for the ODP module with exclusions.
The exclusions were added using the GUI presented in Figures 39 and 40. From that
file VCS applies the exclusions to the design. Listing 6.4 below shows a short excerpt
of the ODP module’s exclusion file generated with the DVE coverage GUI.
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1 INSTANCE: dut_top.dpd_output_path.I_DPD_ODP.ODP_PIPE(1).PIPE_N.
I_SMOOTH_CALC.SMOOTH_FILTER_STAGE_2.DELAYER_1

2 ANNOTATION: "Generic delay component. Delay length = 1, one delay register
generated . Else branch not used."

3 Branch 0 "57848141" "(RST_N = ’0’)" (2) "(RST_N = ’0’) 0,1,0"
4 CHECKSUM: "2320669979 2495103449"
5
6 INSTANCE: dut_top.dpd_output_path.I_DPD_ODP.ODP_PIPE(1).PIPE_N.

I_SMOOTH_CALC.SMOOTH_FILTER_STAGE_2.DELAYER_0
7 Block 5 "DELAY_N_INT <= DELAY_N_INT(DELAY_LEN−2 downto 0) &

DATA_IN; −− The rest 2+N CC delays."
8 CHECKSUM: "2320669979 2783658154"
9

10 INSTANCE: dut_top.dpd_output_path.I_DPD_ODP.ODP_PIPE(1).PIPE_N.
I_SMOOTH_CALC.SMOOTH_FILTER_STAGE_2.DELAYER_0

11 ANNOTATION: "Unused internal signal because delay length = 1. "
12 Toggle DELAY_N_INT(0) "reg DELAY_N_INT(0)[9:0]"
13 CHECKSUM: "2320669979 2011344055"

Listing 6.4: ODP modules’s exclusions definition file sample.

The example exclusions above show how branch, toggle and block exclusions look
like when applied to the design. The file in essence tells the VCS coverage analyzer
to ignore certain instances, lines, branches, conditions or even single bits from the
analysis. Every exclusion should have an annotation which explains exactly why that
part was excluded from coverage. The checksum line is used by VCS for checking if
the source files and exclusion files match and that the exclusions are in their correct
correct places in the source HDL.

6.5.2. Assertion coverage

Assertion coverage is essentially the same thing as code coverage with one key dif-
ference, assertions have to be designed by hand as shown previously in Section 6.4.1.
Assertion coverage monitors if the assertions were triggered during the simulation and
if they failed or succeeded.

Figure 67: Part of ODP module’s assertions viewed in URG.
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The assertion report above in Figure 67 shows the results of multiple simulation runs
whose results were compiled together. This is also known as regression simulation.
Regression simulation is done because it is quite impossible to trigger all assertions in
one simulation as some of the corner-case assertions need special configurations and
forced start-up conditions to be able to reach those particular logic states. Eventually
all of the ODP module’s assertions triggered and executed successfully during regres-
sion simulation, assertion coverage reached 100% and the verification of the ODP
module was considered done.
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7. DISCUSSION

This thesis presented an overdrive protection module which smoothly limits the output
power level to a configurable maximum threshold. The ODP module implements a
clipping algorithm with consequent filtering stages to limit the in-band and out-of-
band spectral regrowth and to protect the following analog stages from overdrive. The
clipper and filter cascade behave as a smooth clipper for samples whose power level is
over the threshold to limit the increase of EVM and BER.

The ODP module was to be integrated into a DFE ASIC SoC’s TX output path. The
main design goals for the ODP module were area-efficiency, configurability and re-
usability. Area efficiency was achieved already in algorithm level with the use of linear
approximation for inverse square root arithmetic in the gain coefficient calculation
logic. The configurability was implemented with the use of AXI4-lite register interface
which provided an interface to the configuration registers inside the module. RTL re-
usability was realized by describing each TX-pipe inside a generic statement and this
structure allows the design to be scaled up or down in even pipe numbers. As shown
in the thesis the ODP module was generated and implemented as a 2TX version with
DDR capability.

The implementation work was done adhering to the Nokia ASIC design flow. The
ASIC design flow imposes strict RTL quality which that are tied to project milestones
and includes multiple pre-verification RTL linting and analysing methods. The phys-
ical design, back-end, design work was done off-site but the timing reports were in-
spected and the appropriate modifications were done to the design’s pipeline structure
to alleviate the timing violations.

Verification was likewise done following an ASIC specific verification flow. The ver-
ification flow included many modern tools and practices such as the use of a re-usable
UVM test bench for module and system level verification, test case randomization, SV
assertions and analysis of multiple coverage metrics. The ODP module was verified to
produce exactly the same results as the algorithm by comparing the fixed-point data the
algorithm generated to the data the RTL model output during functional verification.
The data’s were compared clock accurately bit-to-bit.

Additionally hardware emulation was performed for the whole DFE system and no
errors or bugs were found from the ODP module. The ODP module passed all required
quality and functionality tests and was cleared for RTL hand-off and was later sent out
to a semiconductor manufacturing plant integrated as a part of the DFE module which
is one component of a larger baseband SoC IC.

A reduced version of the ODP module was also implemented into a FPGA device
for a 5G proof-of-concept DFE. Some FPGA specific modifications were done the
algorithms also but in essence the modules functionality remained the same. After
some iterating the FPGA implementation of ODP had its pipelining structure reworked
and some platform specific IP blocks were inserted into the design so it could meet
timings. The verification was primarily done by the verification team but some help
was given to them when requested. The FPGA version of the ODP module made its
way into a 5G demo DFE which managed hit a data rate of 19,1 Gbps in a 5G trial in
October 2015 [66]. All RF PAs survived the experiment as well.

The ODP module has already proven to be quite flexible as what comes to future
developments when it was successfully modified to accommodate a higher bandwidth
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and change the target platform from ASIC to FPGA. The complexity of the ODP mod-
ule is quite trivial to dial back and forth as the TX pipes, shaping and smoothing filter-
ing stages are all modular. The amount filtering blocks can be easily changed and the
time span, delays, sample weights etc. modified to suit performance requirements of
the application. TX-pipes can be scaled up and down in even numbers. If the resolu-
tion of the gain coefficient needs fine tuning this can be done by changing the amount
of precalculated ISQR and slope values stored in the LUT’s and adjusting amount of
MSB’s addressing the LUTs from the instant power vector.

Exploring ODP module’s performance with different filtering stages altogether
could also come into question. Inverse FFT(IFFT)/FFT filter could be one option as
it has already demonstrated good performance in CF reduction applications [67]. An-
other option could be a oversampling finite impulse response (FIR) filter design which
has also demonstrated commendable results in mitigating clipping noise in OFDM
systems [68]. The FIR filter could use a polyphase structure if the target platform was
FPGA since it could utilize the resources of the chip more effectively [69].
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8. SUMMARY

The ODP module serves the purpose of limiting the DFE systems DPD unit’s output
to defined power level. The DPD unit might in some situations equalize the baseband
signal in a way which could potentially drive the RF PA’s into saturation and even
possibly damage them through overheating. The ODP module does not just clip the
signal because that could lead into excessive amounts of distortion, EVM and BER
which could disrupt the data transmission and cause spectral regrowth on adjacent
channels. A set of multi-stage filters smooth the gain coefficient before it is applied
to the original IQ-signal and the resulting output signal is smoothly limited to the
configurable threshold.

The relevant theory related to ODP and DPD was explored. The main topics being
amplifier classes, their linearity and efficiency, carrier and data modulation methods
and how they relate to spectral efficiency and an overview of DPD related theory. The
theory and mathematical model of the ODP module were also explained.

The thesis then explains the digital design flow from the perspective of the ODP
module which was integrated into a much larger DFE ASIC SoC. The design flow
followed the familiar top-down model where work is done in subsequent stages. First
the algorithms were developed by the algorithm designer to fixed-point models which
physically realizable. Then the RTL micro-architecture of the module was designed
on the basis of the algorithms provided. The actual HDL was written following the
RTL micro-architecture description. During HDL writing many pre-verification code
linting tools and analyzers were utilized to catch errors early and ensure HDL quality.
Verification work was started after all functionality was included in the RTL. The veri-
fication environment was an UVM test bench which supported many modern verifica-
tion techniques including test case regression and randomization, automatic coverage
statistic tools and SystemVerilog assertions. The ODP module reached 100% verifica-
tion coverage and was handed off to integration and semiconductor manufacturing.

The FPGA implementation and the related challenges were also briefly discussed
since the ODP module was later modified to fit on a 5G prototype FPGA device. This
gave some valuable insight on how a RTL design originally targeted to an ASIC IC
behaves when it is being transplanted onto a FPGA IC.

The aim of this work was to design, implement and verify a fully digital overdrive
protection module following a Nokia proprietary design flow. This objective was suc-
cessfully reached as the ODP module met all, quality, functionality and coverage goals
in target time.
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Appendix 1. Shape filter first stage block diagram and signal flow in DDR-mode

The first stage of the shaping filter contains the actual DDR-muxes which interleave
the samples.

Appendix 2. Shape filter second stage block diagram and signal flow in DDR-mode
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Appendix 3. Shape filter third stage block diagram and signal flow in DDR-mode

In the second and third stage the actual signaling remains unchanged but even samples
are now passed through pipe 0 and odd samples through pipe 1.

Appendix 4. Series connected smoothing filter stages and signal flow in DDR-mode

Figure 68: Series connected smoothing filter stages and sig-
nal flow in DDR-mode.

In the smoothing filter both stages are cross-connected and samples interleaved in
DDR-mode.
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Appendix 5. Synthesis and implementation results of the ASIC optimized RTL

Appendix 6. Timing report of the implemented ASIC optimized RTL
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Appendix 7. Synthesis and implementation results of the FPGA optimized RTL

Appendix 8. Timing report of the implemented FPGA optimized RTL


